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newly inaugurated president Dr. erik Hoekstra is connecting Dordt’s
past to its future. students and faculty are connecting what they learn
to the world in which they live. And the library is connecting students to
cutting-edge technology in a new Teaching Resource Center.
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Leading Off
with the PresiDent

sitting on the
eDge of my seAt
I’m excited to serve as the fourth president of Dordt College.
As the summer moved toward mid-August and it was time to
welcome students back, I was like a little boy on the edge of my
seat with anticipation.
“Wholeheartedly willing and ready to live for him”—that’s where my
excitement comes from. I’ve always been energized by this last phrase
of the answer to the Heidelberg Catechism’s Question 1, and I’ve always
been comforted by the first phrase of the answer: “That I am not my own,
but belong body and soul, in life and in death, to my faithful Savior Jesus
Christ.”
In those phrases stands the heart of the Gospel: Christ paid it all and therefore we’re free
through his precious blood to live for him—in anticipation of his promised return.
As I take up this new role as president of Dordt College, I don’t think I can sum it up any better
than that. I lead in the comfort that God’s redemptive plan for the creation includes Dordt
College and that God has it all, providentially, well in hand. I go forward knowing that he’s
called me (and all of us together) to stand wholeheartedly willing and ready to serve here for
him—equipping students with the biblical insight that will help them serve Christ’s kingdom
purposes in all areas of life.
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As you read this issue of the Voice, I hope you gather excitement and energy from the stories
of what God is doing in the lives of students, faculty, staff, alumni, and Dordt’s supporting
community.

John Baas, vice president for college
advancement john.baas@dordt.edu

As we begin this journey together, we need to stand back, giving thanks to God for the
blessings we’ve been given, and then eagerly jump into the work of being “redemptively busy”
in our daily work as an offering of thanks for those blessings.

As an institution of higher education
committed to a Reformed Christian
perspective, the mission of Dordt
College is to equip students, alumni,
and the broader community to
work effectively toward Christcentered renewal in all aspects of
contemporary life.
On the Cover
Left to right:
Board of Trustees
Chair Dr. Lloyd
Vanderkwaak,
former president
MAKING
Dr. Carl E.
CONNECTIONS
zylstra, Dr. Erik
Hoekstra, and
former president
Dr. John B. Hulst at the inauguration of
Dr. Hoekstra on October 19, 2012.
Photo by Jamin Ver Velde (’99)
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DR. ERIk HOEkSTRA

Our Mission

Newly inaugurated president Dr. Erik Hoekstra is connecting Dordt’s past
to its future. Students and faculty are are connecting what they learn to
the world in which they live. And the library is connecting students to
cutting-edge technology in a new Teaching Resource Center.
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DAnIEL WOUDEnBERG (’16)

A front
row seAt

S

ome people think educational
institutions are slow and stuffy.
But if you enjoy learning, you’ll always
find interesting things
happening on a
college campus. I
have a front row
seat.

Diving into the new yeAr
The annual college retreat offered an opportunity for students to spend an overnight at Lake
Okoboji, enjoying a Friday night bonfire, a saturday morning spiritual retreat, and a variety of
games and recreational activities on saturday afternoon. A highlight is always the bellyﬂop contest
and the freshman toss into Lake Okoboji.
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Dr. Jeff Taylor
represents Iowa at the
Republican national
Convention.

8

Education students
are getting hands-on
experience in Dordt’s new
preschool. Stepping Stones
opened its doors this fall
to 140 preschoolers and
several Dordt education
students.

11

Acclaimed composer
and Professor Emeritus of
Music Dale Grotenhuis died
in August.

FeATuRes

24

Faculty
development leaves-ofabsence benefit many
more people than the
professor granted a leave.
The college’s reputation,
what students learn, and
how and what faculty learn
and teach are all part of
the package.

28

The old Learning
Resource Center that
helped nurture so many of
Dordt’s teacher education
graduates has been
transformed into a stateof-the-art Technology
Resource Center.

ALuMnI

32

Find out what your
fellow alumni are doing,
and while you’re doing
so, drop us a note about
what’s going on your life.

34

The three 2012
Distinguished Alumni were
honored at a banquet
during Alumni Weekend
held on September 27-29.
Read profiles of Mark Link
(’82), Gail Jansen (’74), and
katie Haan (’65).

From my vantage
point, much of
learning seems
to be about making connections. The
students and the faculty members
who are the most fun to interview
are making connections and as a
result are excited about what they’re
learning. Graduates who have learned
how different parts of life affect each
other often fill leadership roles in their
professions and communities.
The desire to help students make
connections is why students and
professors want more experiential
learning. It’s why Dordt has a Core
Program that helps students connect
their learning to other areas of life. It’s
why living in a residential community
where conversations can happen
naturally is a good thing.
Seeing connections means seeing
how God made his world. It helps
us bring change, healing, and
restoration. That’s what Dordt
faculty hope happens through a new
interdisciplinary project going on this
semester, and that’s what we try to
do every day and in every course. We
hope you see evidences of that in this
and every issue of the Voice.

SALLy JOnGSMA, EDITOR
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sPenDing the summer
in A BiomeDicAl lAB
Engineering Professor Dr. Kayt Frisch and one of her students spent eight weeks
studying lung tissue at the University of Iowa’s Carver College of Medicine.
The program, whose acronym stands for
Fostering Undergraduate Talent—Uniting
Research and Education in Biomedicine,
opens University of Iowa laboratories
to professors and students from Iowa
colleges that do not have doctoral
programs. Frisch was one of five fellows
selected for this summer’s program.
now in its fourth year, the FUTURE
program provides opportunities for
faculty at undergraduate institutions to
collaborate with faculty at the University
of Iowa, and it gives valuable research
opportunities to talented undergraduates
who will be the next generation of
physicians and biomedical scientists.
The program also aims to help improve
science education in the state as faculty
translate biomedical discoveries and
methods into educational materials to
use in their college classrooms.
“There’s a growing understanding that
learning through investigation is better
than sitting in class and taking notes,”
says Frisch. Graduate programs across the
country are looking for applicants with

meaningful research experiences.
Frisch and Lee Veldkamp, a junior biomedical engineering major, worked at
Iowa Comprehensive Lung Imaging
Center, which uses CT imaging (three
dimensional images created by taking
x-ray images from many positions)
to study lung behavior and disease
progression. Taking images of the lung
at different points in the breathing cycle
allows researchers to see to how lung
tissue and ability to breathe change as
a result of diseases like emphysema and
asthma. Frisch and Veldkamp collected
images of lungs using decreasing
radiation doses. Their goal is to use the
data to determine how low a dose of
radiation can be used, while maintaining
sufficient image quality to study diseaserelated mechanical changes in the lungs.
The future bio-medical engineers Frisch
teaches are going to be involved in
research throughout their careers, she
says. Ongoing collaboration with the lab
at the University of Iowa will benefit both
how she teaches and how her students
learn. It will also provide other students

refining a PLan
“Students learn what research involves and
find it confirms or changes their future plans.
Lee Veldkamp learned to appreciate Thomas
Edison’s statement, “I have not failed. I’ve just
found 10,000 ways that won’t work,” says Dr.
kayt Frisch. The pair changed their research
focus as the summer went on when the path
they were exploring ran into dead ends. The
experience may have convinced Veldkamp
to switch from a biomedical engineering
emphasis to a mechanical emphasis and
pushed him toward the business side of
engineering rather than the research side.
That’s a good thing to have happen, Frisch
believes: one of the reasons undergraduate
research is important is that it helps students
clarify their own interests.

with the opportunity to help her sift
through and analyze the pile of data she
brought back with her to campus.
SALLy JOnGSMA

PHOTO SUBMITTED
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r. Jeff Taylor knows how the U.S. political system works;
he teaches political science, after all. But experiencing a
national political convention firsthand was still different than
studying about it.
“And it was an honor to represent Iowa in Tampa,” Taylor
says. He met a variety of people, including long-time Senator
Charles Grassley.

“A national political
convention today is
a made-for-TV event.
It’s highly packaged
and scripted.

“It was exciting to
be part of such a
national event and
the festivities that
surrounded it,” he adds.
The experience also
confirmed some things
already he knew.

“A national political
convention today is a
made-for-TV event,”
he says. “Highly packaged and scripted, nothing happens that
hasn’t been carefully preapproved and programmed.” As a
delegate he only spent about two hours actively participating
in the political process. All delegate voting was done the first
day, and a rule change that most delegates thought might
not have passed by voice vote was simply ruled passed by the
chair.

—Political Science Professor Jeff Taylor

“There is no mechanism for questioning a ruled
decision,” says Taylor.
“It’s quite different from what conventions were a
generation ago. There’s no drama or uncertainty,”
he says. The results of most votes were up on the
big screen almost before they happened, and the
nominee is known long before the convention begins.
Still, Taylor found it fascinating and encourages his
students and others to learn about and participate in
politics. He wants them to have their eyes wide open
about the process, but also to try to
affect change.
“Part of the reason we have the
political process we do today is
because grassroots voters ‘check
out,’” he says. “In Iowa, we’re doubly
well positioned to have our voice
heard because of our early
caucus and swing state
status.”
SALLy JOnGSMA

PHOTO SUBMITTED
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n mid-September, Josina De Raadt received exciting news:
she was one of 15 students from mostly Ivy League schools
selected for the second Millennial Values Symposium at
Georgetown University in Washington D.C., in October. The
purpose of the Symposium was to
discuss the values of her generation
and the influence those values will
have on American democracy.
De Raadt, a senior history major from
California, applied because she often
feels that the current state of politics
in the United States is hopeless. The
possibility of meeting with a group of
students who feel that they can make
a difference excited her. De Raadt
knew she would be joining people
with differing ideas about the changes
that need to be made in American
democracy, and she hoped to bring her
Reformed values to the conversations.

JAMIn VER VELDE (’99)

D

An oPPortunity
to influence
DemocrAcy

news

tAylor is rnc
DelegAte

Josina De Raadt says
the Millennial Values
symposium was a great
opportunity to hear amazing
speakers and meet students
from diverse backgrounds.

Dordt College gets some of the
credit for De Raadt’s journey to the
symposium. Professor Paul Fessler
encouraged her to apply, and her
spring breaks spent with PLIA helped
prepare her for the Symposium. On these service and mission
trips, she interacted with and learned from people of different
backgrounds and values in Toronto, Ontario, and Jackson,
Mississippi. And De Raadt had the opportunity to interview
with Dordt alumna and Georgtown staffer Amy Vander Vliet
(see Spring/Summer 2012 Voice).
Both nervous and excited about the opportunity before
she left, De Raadt returned to Dordt with new ideas and
perspectives. She and fellows from colleges like Boston
University, Harvard, and UC Berkley listened to informative
speakers, including Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Laura
Sessions Stepp and millennial mayors (mayors from their agegroup) Alex Morse and Svante Myrick.
“Myrick was especially inspiring as he discussed ways for
millennials to get their voices heard in government. We
created a video project to try to encourage millennial voters
to go to the voting booth,” she says. De Raadt realizes that
apathy toward political involvement is no solution, and she
hopes to bring small changes to Dordt, such as highlighting
younger speakers on campus and encouraging voter
registration on the Dordt student website. She is grateful for
having had such an eye-opening experience.
ELIzABETH RILEy ( ’15)
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Campus Kudos
Dordt’s paraprofessional, or teacher aide, program was
re-approved for certification by the Iowa Department of
Education, maintaining Dordt’s status as the only teacher
education program in Iowa to offer certification for
paraeducators.
Senior Josh nymeyer of Sioux Center, Iowa, is the first
student in Dordt’s new actuarial program to take and
pass the Financial Mathematics exam, moving him one
step closer to certification in the field.

“It was a unique and exciting opportunity,” says Dr. Bob Desmith about
what he saw and learned with other neH fellows this summer at Oxford.
His students in early British Literature will also benefit from what he
learned about early book printing and publishing.

In July, Dordt College became a nationally certified
economic education Center. The college received its first
grant for $3,000 which enabled four area k-12 teachers
to attend the three-day Council for Economic Education
(CEE) Annual Conference in kansas City on October 4
to 6. “The grant allows us to help teachers incorporate
various aspects of economics and personal finance
into their curriculum,” said Art Attema, Dordt College
business professor and co-director of Dordt’s Center.

De smith ABsorBs
himself in Book
Printing history
I

Dordt College has been awarded
two Certificates of Merit in the
2012 Premier Print Awards for the
2011 “Signet” yearbook and for the
president’s report and Vision 2020
campaign wrap-up, “From Jubilee to
Jubilation.”

Signet
Dordt Co
llege
2011

The Dordt College nursing program recently was
accredited at the highest level for 10 years by the
Commission on Collegiate nursing Education (CCnE).
This is the maximum number of years that can be
awarded to a program. Registered nursing is at the top of
the Labor Department’s list for job growth. Dordt nursing
students, who benefit from a collaborative program with
St. Luke’s College in Sioux City, regularly score above
the national average on the nCLEX-Rn exam. Students
with Dordt’s accredited BSn degree have a 100 percent
employment rate.
Dordt College professor of engineering Justin Vander
Werff was selected as this year’s recipient of the Iowa
Section American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
award for Outstanding Civil engineer. Two Dordt
students also received honors from the ASCE. Danielle
De Boer, a senior from Omaha, nebraska, received the
ASCE Outstanding senior award, and Eric Walter, a
senior from Johnston,
Iowa, was the recipient
of the Dordt ASCE
scholarship.

t may be hard for their students to believe, but many faculty
relish the opportunity to study during the summer. Dr. Robert
De Smith certainly did this summer—enough to even live in a
centuries old dormitory. De Smith was accepted to a national
Endowment for the Humanities program titled “Tudor Books
and Readers” based in Antwerp, London, and Oxford.
De Smith and his colleagues began their study in Antwerp at
the Plantin-Moretus Museum, a UnESCO World Heritage Site
and the sole surviving Renaissance printing and publishing
house. Many early books were published there and smuggled
into Britain, including Tyndale’s new Testament.
The nEH group then moved
to London, where they
scrutinized treasures at
Senate House Library at the
University of London and did
research at the British Library.
The final four weeks were
spent in Oxford studying the
extraordinary holdings at the
Bodleian and other libraries.

The six-week study trip allowed
participants to learn more about
the origins of English printing
and book production and about
how Tudor book culture gave
rise to three vitally important
publications: the king James
Bible and the collected works of
the best-known Tudor authors,
William Shakespeare and
Edmund Spenser, the epic poet
of Elizabethan England. A goal
of the program is to help faculty
improve their teaching.

“Oxford has more than 20
colleges and libraries that go
back to the Middle Ages and
whose collections include late
medieval manuscripts and
early print books,” says De
Smith. Participants spent time
researching, coming together
two or three times a week for seminars. De Smith concentrated
on various additions of William Tyndale’s unpublished tracts
that are considered early expositions of Protestant ideas.
SALLy JOnGSMA
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PurPose

Profile: jiovih Augustave
Jiovih describes herself as a Haitian from
Argentina. Her fluency in French, Creole,
and English prove her past. Born in Haiti,
she recalls spending happy days there,
playing in her family’s backyard with
her brother. When Jiovih was nine years
old, she and her family moved to Buenos
Aires, the capital of Argentina. She “grew
up fast” as she adjusted to a new culture
and lifestyle. As hard as
the transition proved
to be, Jiovih now calls
Argentina home.
Argentina is where
Jiovih’s passion for
volleyball began.
First stepping
onto the court in
seventh grade,
Jiovih has many
great memories
of playing

volleyball for her team, including
weekend tournaments on the coast that
included not only two days of volleyball
but also time with her teammates
swimming in the ocean, going out for
ice cream in the evening, meeting new
people, and just having fun. Playing
volleyball has always been all fun.
Here at Dordt, Jiovih says she is learning
to understand more concretely what it
means to be a Christian volleyball player.
In Argentina, she says, her Christian life
remained separate from volleyball, but
here she is learning that faith is part of
who she is as a volleyball player. She
sees this mindset in her teammates,
a group where everyone is “free to be
who they want to be” without having
to worry what other girls might think.
Jiovih values the time her team spends
in prayer and in memorizing Scripture
together. She’s found that volleyball and
faith aren’t “two separate things;
they’re one.”
Though her first year
on campus proved
to be a challenging
transition, Jiovih
has loved meeting
other international
students and
learning about
their cultures.
She has also
enjoyed working
for the Spanish
department’s live
labs, helping
other students
learn and speak
Spanish.

news

For Jiovih Augustave, a sophomore at Dordt College, being in a different
country has brought many changes, but one thing stays the same: She spends
lots of time on the volleyball court.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Together with her team,
she “laughed at anything and everything
and nothing,” cooked together, and
played with kids. She realized that
though her team went “to help people,”
the people they worked with “helped us
more than we helped them.” Jiovih found
that the people she and her team served

artsy side
A pre-architectural design major feels just
right for her, Jiovih says. “I want to design
something I can actually touch and feel,
something concrete.” She wants “to learn how
to make good spaces for people,” especially
using green, sustainable materials. It was
the earthquake in Haiti two years ago that
helped her decide to pursue architecture as a
way to help rebuild cities that were damaged.
She’s very interested in the “artsy” side of life
and can picture herself being involved with
photography or another creative art, too.

were truly grateful for what they had,
and Jiovih learned from their example
and their stories. She definitely wants to
go on a PLIA trip again.
Jiovih dreams of living in a big city
after college, working out of her own
architecture and photography studio. She
plans to travel and “see what else there
is” in the world before deciding where
she wants to call home. But for now,
Jiovih will be the setter on Dordt’s junior
varsity volleyball team, living the busy
life of an athlete-student.
Elizabeth Riley ( ’15)

A particular highlight
was her “amazing”
spring break PLIA trip to

nikki dykstra (’15)
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stePPing stones
Preschool oPens
Dordt students and area preschoolers learn together
For some time Education
Professor Gwen Marra
has had a dream. What
if she could combine the
expertise of Dordt College
faculty and local educators G. Marra
to give preschool students
a great education and, at the same time,
give Dordt education students a handson learning opportunity? Her dream
has become a reality. Stepping Stones
Preschool opened its doors this fall.
“I wanted my students to work at
preschools that fit well with Dordt’s
Christian perspective on education and
that give them an opportunity to see
all sides of operating a preschool,” said
Marra. “I also want them to have really
positive experiences.”
As the former director of Learning
Ship Preschool, Marra knew that there
was a “huge need” in Sioux Center for
preschools.

“I started discussing the
concept with Education
Professor Tim Van Soelen
and with Provost (now
President) Erik Hoekstra.
C. Hulstein
We wanted to make sure
that it would benefit
both Dordt students and the young
preschoolers who would enroll. Once we
felt that it was a win-win situation, we
decided to pursue it,” Marra says.
At that point Dordt alumna Christy
Hulstein was drawn in. Hulstein, the

owner and director of Bullfrogs and
Butterflies Preschool in Sioux Center,
was asked if she’d be interested in joining
forces with Dordt and the Learning Ship
Preschool to form Stepping Stones.
“I think it’s great for the community, and
teaming together opens up all kinds of
possibilities,” said Hulstein.
Hulstein is now the director and one of
six teachers at Stepping Stones. They
teach 140 preschoolers in nine sections.

“We wanted to make sure that it would benefit
both Dordt students and the young preschoolers
who would come. Once we felt that it was a
win-win situation, we decided to pursue it.”
—Education Professor Gwen Marra

DOUG BURG
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“They love to have books read to
them, and they love to cuddle on
the beanbags,” says Hulstein. “Dordt
students help the preschoolers review
their colors, fix a puzzle, or make
bracelets. Having extra people to keep
them focused is fantastic.”
Kelsey De Kam, a junior elementary
education major who is halfway through
her 20-hour practicum, helps reinforce
what the preschoolers are learning.
“I go around during their free play and
ask them questions about what they
are doing and questions to further their
learning,” she said.
Already, Dordt education students see
benefits of “real world” experience.
“It’s much easier to apply ourselves to
the topics we learn in class when we
spend time doing it in the preschool
classroom,” said Rachel Mulder, a junior
elementary education major.
“Christy and the teachers have so much
knowledge and so it is great to learn
from them,” adds Kristina Haan, a senior
elementary education major. “You don’t
have that kind of experience in a college
classroom.”
Dordt students also get a chance to see
the administrative side of the preschool.
“I want my students to look at the
preschool with the eye of a director,”
said Marra. “I have them do environment
assessments, making sure that the
learning space is appropriate.”
Haan gave an example.
“We observed a classroom without
students to look at the floor plan and

Dordt students and preschoolers are learning
in an atmosphere that grows out of a Christian
perspective on teaching and learning, one that
includes but is not limited to devotions.

layout,” she said. “Then, we observed the
class with the preschoolers, reflecting
on what worked in the environment and
what could be changed to improve it.”
Such experiences push the students to
think about their future classrooms.
“You get ideas from the teachers and
think, ‘I want to have that when I have
my own preschool,’” said Haan.
She hopes that her experience at
Stepping Stones will help her to answer
questions about teaching Christianly.
“How do you as a teacher balance
home life, faith? How do you live out
your faith in the classroom? How do
you disciple the kids? It’s fun to see
educators answering these questions
for themselves at Stepping Stones, and
it gets me excited to do that in my own
classroom,” says Haan.
The collaborative effort is a new
experience for all involved.
“The first time through things such as
organizing field trips and signing time
cards for work-study students takes
longer,” said Hulstein. But, with the help
of an advisory board and the work of Dr.
Timothy Van Soelen, the preschool is off
to a good start.

“It’s great to have Dordt administration
and faculty say, ‘we want you
[students] to go to a place that
lives out a Christian perspective on
education,’” says Haan. “I’m really
glad they did this. I think it’s a great
partnership for everyone involved.”

Faculty Bits
Education Professor
David Mulder led a
lab activity at the
Heartland Teachers’
Convention for
middle and high
school science
teachers titled: “Hands-On
Chemistry: It’s a Gas!” Participants
used a microscale chemistry
technique for generating small
samples of different gases. Using
small samples of reactants is safer
for students and more cost-effective
for schools. It also requires less
waste disposal.

news

Six elementary education students
who take Marra’s “Introduction to Early
Childhood” or “Administration of Early
Childhood Programs” are completing
20-hour practicums at Stepping Stones,
working with and observing classroom
educators and getting experience
working with the preschoolers.

doug burg

Elementary education
students get hands-on
experience

Art and Design Professor David
Versluis’s “Spirit Lake Iowa Fish I,”
a wood engraving, was selected
for the 2012 The Printed Image IV
Graphics Exhibition, a juried national
Show, at the Alice C. Sabatini Gallery
in the Topeka and Shawnee County
Public Library, Topeka, Kansas.
Versluis’s “Iowa Insect Series:
Hornet,” a print created with Roy
R. Behrens, was selected for the
2012 Washington Pavilion Visual
Arts Center’s first national juried
art exhibition in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota.
In April, Versluis gave a presentation
to art and design students at Trinity
Christian College on his role in the
founding of Trinity’s Design Office
and design program.
Social Work
Professors Abby
Foreman and
Erin Olson gave a
poster presentation
titled “Learning by
leading: Developing
leadership and
group skills through
planning for Social
Work Month” at the
National Association
of Christian Social
Workers Conference
in St. Louis on October 25.
Dr. Calvin Jongsma’s book review of
Mathematics through the Eyes of Faith
by James Bradley and Russell Howell
appears in the September 2012 issue
of PRO REGE, pages 24-26.

Sarah Groneck ( ’10)
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serrAto goes
to worlDs
N

ick Serrato headed to Argentina this fall, and it wasn’t for
a semester abroad. The Dordt sophomore is competing at
the Junior Men’s Fast Pitch World Championships with 17 fast
pitch softball players from across the country.
“It’s still unbelievable,” Serrato said. “I’m just blessed to be a
part of something like this.”
Although Serrato played baseball growing up, he didn’t join a
softball league until his senior year in high school. It only took
one year to get noticed. A coach in the league sent Serrato’s
name to U.S. Head Coach Tim Lyon; the rest is history.
“I didn’t know the team existed,” said Serrato. “I just got an
email saying I was accepted into a try-out camp. It said ‘USA
Softball, Men’s FastPitch.’”

“On a scale of
one to ten, I’m
probably feeling
about an eleven.”

Serrato’s performance
at the week-long camp
earned him an invite to
San Diego two weeks
later. His second week
of tryouts kept him in
consideration as he
—nick Serrato
headed to Dordt for his
freshman year where
he was the Defenders’ starting baseball shortstop and earned
a team-high .343 batting average last spring.
In August, after two more tryouts, he learned that he was
selected to the team. The sophomore has been working hard
to prepare for the big event, reporting his activity to Lyon.
Serrato knows his successful baseball career does not
automatically translate into competitive softball. He’s been
getting advice in the batting cage from Dordt women softball
players, as well as Dordt’s head softball coach, Jeff zomer. The
United States’ team will be facing pitchers who can throw at
speeds up to 85 MPH from a 46-foot mound, giving hitters
less than four-tenths of a second to react.
Softball pitches are harder to hit than
baseball pitches, Serrato says. “you’re
closer, the speeds are faster, and you’ve
got a ball that can drop and a ball that
can rise. In baseball you don’t have any
balls that can rise.”
Serrato, playing shortstop for the Red,
White, and Blue, was optimistic about
his nation’s chances against the best in the
world. The tourney began on november 1.
SAM EkSTROM ( ‘14)
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Joshua Tucker

cAmPus mourns
loss of stuDent
joshuA l. tucker
T

he Dordt College campus community mourned the loss
of Joshua L. Tucker, a student from Springfield, Missouri,
at a special memorial chapel this fall. Tucker, who had just
completed his freshman year, was a history major studying
pre-law, a member of the golf team, and he was active in
campus life. Josh was the son of Jeff and Donna (nieuwsma,
’83) Tucker of Springfield.
Josh was struck by a car
and killed on impact at U.S.
Highway 65 just south of
Battlefield, Missouri, on
Wednesday, May 16.

“Josh was a
Christian young
man with high
integrity and a
great work ethic.”

“Josh was a Christian young
man with high integrity
and a great work ethic.
He always had a positive
—Mark Christians, Josh Tucker’s golf
attitude, even if things
coach at Dordt College
didn’t go his way on the
golf course,” said Dordt
College golf coach Mark Christians. “We grieve as a campus,
and we are in prayer for Josh’s family and all who were close
to him as they mourn this loss.”
Vice President for Student Services Bethany Schuttinga noted
that Josh held a leadership position in Student Symposium.
“Josh was known by many on campus as a person who loved
others and as a person who wanted to deepen his faith as a
follower of Jesus Christ. He is missed.”

Dale Grotenhuis, professor of music emeritus, passed away on
August 17, 2012, but his place in Dordt College history lives on.
Jack Grotenhuis, as he was known by
many, came to Dordt College in 1959
to begin the music program. His choirs
quickly became known for excellence.
Under his direction, the Dordt College
concert choir participated in annual
tours that took members throughout
the United States, Canada, and Europe,
building respect among its audiences not
only for the choir but also for the college
it represented.

news

long-time music Professor
DAle grotenhuis Dies
Grotenhuis contributed much to the
the 2nd Army Band while in the armed
growth of the college in its early years.
services. He conducted clinics, festivals,
In addition to building a strong choir,
and All-State choirs in several states,
he and his wife, Eleanor, along with
and he led workshops and clinics at
English Professor Peter De Boer and his
major universities. In 1985, he received
wife Joy, travelled regularly to churches
an Outstanding Educator of America
in Midwestern states to help generate
award and the Iowa Choral Conductors
interest in and support for the new
Association’s McCowan Award for
college. They gave
80 concerts in two
years, and support
grew. After the choir
traveled to Montana and
Washington in 1961,
churches in California
asked the board to send
the choir to California
as well.
—John Rozeboom (’62), speaking of Grotenhuis at his retirement in 1994

“Worthy praise takes preparation.
We are grateful that you, having
received of God a great gift, gave
it, and gave it, and gave it.”

“Mr. G’s choirs brought
quality, excellent singing, and deep
spiritual emotion to these concerts,
and I believe these tours helped set
the groundwork for Dordt’s growth in the
’70s and ’80s,” says former choir member
Mark Vogelzang (‘79), now president and
CEO of the Maine Public Broadcasting
network.
Grotenhuis is the most published of
Dordt’s faculty. Many of his more than
300 pieces have become classics,
published and sold by companies such
as Lorenz Music, Shawnee Press, Adoro,
and others.
Grotenhuis began composing already
in high school, writing a march for
his high school band that was played
at graduation. He composed the
Calvin College Alma Mater as a
student and the Dordt College
Alma Mater after he came to
Dordt. He conducted the 2nd
Army Band Male Chorus and
was chief music arranger for

“outstanding contribution to choral music
in Iowa.”
Grotenhuis also served his church. He
was an active member of the Christian
Reformed Church’s “grey” Psalter Hymnal
committee. The list of credits at the back
of the hymnal shows his commitment to
including songs that were arranged well
and written in a singer-friendly key.
Grotenhuis demanded hard work and
excellence from his students. Former
Dordt choir members say that the tunes
they sang still bounce around in their
heads as they sweep out the garage, sit
at their desks, or celebrate Christmas.
Many former alumni share the feelings
of John Rozeboom (’62) who wrote when
Grotenhuis retired in 1994: “Most things
of worth, of beauty, come with a price
tag: hard work, significant time, prayer,
sacrifice, and a dose of anxiety. Thank
you, thank you, thank you.”
SALLy JOnGSMA

Professor Dale Grotenhuis loved to have his choirs sing outside. On tour he
would often line them up with creation as a backdrop and lead their praise
to the creator. PHOTO By MARk VOGELzAnG (’79), TAkEn On TOUR In VAnCOUVER, BC, In 1979
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Communication
Professor
Mark Volkers’
documentary The
Fourth World has
won numerous
awards this summer
and fall. They can be found at www.
fourthworldfilm.com. The Fourth
World also received television deals
in several countries, including
Portugal, Spain, Ireland, Greece, and
South korea, and it has been picked
up by Al Jazeera Worldwide.
Engineering Professor Joel sikkema
was an author for three published
papers: “Photocatalytic Concrete
Pavements: Decrease in nOx
Removal due to Reaction Product
Blinding,” given at the International
Conference on Long-Life Concrete
Pavements in Seattle, Washington,
in September; “Catalyzing Graduate
Student Research Dissemination:
Case Study of a Technical Poster
Competition,” for the Conference
Proceedings of the American Society
of Engineering Education in San
Antonio, Texas, in June; and “Clean
Watersheds needs Survey (CWnS):
Assessment of Capital needs to
Meet Water Quality Goals” for the
Iowa Water Conference, Ames, Iowa,
in March.
In early October, Dr.
John Kok gave two
plenary addresses
in Tauranga, new
zealand, at the
“Biblical Ways
of knowing and
Implications for Christian Higher
Education” Faculty Enrichment
Program hosted by Bethlehem
Tertiary Institute (nz) and the
IAPCHE Asia-Oceana Region. His
talks were titled “Ways of knowing
in Concert” and “The Calling and
Task of Research within a Biblical
View of Coming to know.”
Theology Professor Jason Lief
contributed a chapter for a book
titled Kingdoms Apart: Engaging the
Two Kingdoms Perspective, edited by
Ryan C. McIlhenny. Lief’s chapter
is “Eschatology, Creation, and
Practical Reason: A Reformational
Interpretation of the Two kingdoms
Perspective.”
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JORDAn EDEnS (’13)

AcADemic summer
cAmPs DrAw kiDs
from All over
D

ordt Discovery Days (DDD) for junior
high students and Dordt College
Studies in Mathematics and Statistics
(SIMS) for high school students brought a
record number of middle school and high
school students to campus this summer.
nearly 250 students from the
U.S., Canada, and the netherlands
participated in this year’s DDD, a weeklong educational camp for middle school
students. Participants picked two classes
from nearly 40 options. Classes ranged
from Japanese Printmaking to Design
on a Dime and from CSI Sioux Center to
Eyewitness news.
Campers also participated in daily
activities and games and an evening
worship time. Most students lived on
campus and experienced a taste of what
college life is like.
“Discovery Days is the fastest week
of my year!” said Barb Mellema, codirector of the camp. “Meeting the
expectations of nearly 250 campers is a
huge undertaking. But we know that we
provide a great program where students
are meeting new friends, exploring new
ideas, and having new adventures.”
DC SIMS hosted 20 selected high
school students from six states who are
interested in mathematics and statistics.
“The week went very well,” said Valorie
zonneveld, mathematics instructor and
co-director of SIMS. “It’s enjoyable to
work with such a motivated and gifted

JORDAn EDEnS (’13)
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nearly 250 students, most of whom lived on campus for the
week, learned about photography, water polo, woodworking,
theater, ooey-gooey science, nursing, and much more at DDD.

group of students.”
Along with research and recreational
activities, the program exposed students
to careers and research in mathematics
and statistics.
SIMS and Discovery Days will be offered
again next year. “These opportunities
to engage and mentor future college
students are an exciting way to expand
Dordt College’s impact in the world,” said
Jim Bos, associate provost and registrar.
SARAH VAnDER PLAATS ( ’05)

more information about this year’s camp
can be found at www.dordt.edu/events/
ddd/classes or www.dordt.edu/dcsims

T

he National Human Genome
Research Institute of the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) has awarded
Dordt College Associate Professor
of Statistics Nathan
Tintle a $392,000 grant
to work with students
on researching how to
most efficiently sort and
organize the vast amounts
Nathan Tintle
of genetic information
scientists are generating.
“The Human Genome Project took
more than $3 billion and 13 years to
discover the gene sequence for just
one person,” Tintle said. “Because of
major technological breakthroughs in
the last few years, the cost to sequence
a single person is now less than
$10,000 (and dropping), and it takes
an inconsequential
amount of time.”

“Advances from this work are likely
to be used widely and inspire other
statisticians to work on similar
problems,” said one of the NIH
reviewers in written comments about
the significance of the research
proposal. Another called it an
“exceptional application” and described
Tintle’s summer research program as
“one‑of‑its‑kind” for statistical genetics,
resulting in the placement of nearly all
of the student assistants in prominent
graduate programs.
Tintle acknowledges that there is some
concern with creating massive human
genetic datasets, but he also sees the
potential benefits of knowing more
about how people’s genes predispose
them to various diseases.
“Clearly, we need to be appropriately

“If we are trying to better
understand the hereditary aspects
of diseases, we need a good way
to analyze all of that data.”

Because of these
advances, researchers
are getting a tidal
wave of genomics
data sets, and there is
little clarity as to how
to best analyze and
—Nathan Tintle
interpret such data in
a way that will provide
insights into the genetic component of
many common diseases.
“That’s where I come in as a statistician,”
Tintle says. “If we are trying to better
understand the hereditary aspects of
diseases, we need a good way to analyze
all of that data.”
Tintle’s proposed research, which
one NIH reviewer said will “provide
very good training opportunities for
undergraduates,” seeks to create design
and analysis strategies for genetic
association studies, with the goal of
helping researchers better understand
the genetic architecture of diseases such
as cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and
mental illness.

cautious about how this data will be
used,” he says. “However, I think the
promise of the good that can come—
identifying and better understanding the
way God created human beings—has the
potential to help greatly in the treatment
of many of the most common and
debilitating human diseases.”
Tintle, who spends half of his time
working on research made possible
through grants, also received a $16,840
grant to host a workshop at Dordt
College in June 2013 on randomizationbased methods in introductory
statistics.
Sonya jongsma knauss ( ’97)
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Dr. Neal De
Roo, philosophy
professor, had a
review published
on James K.A.
Smith’s “For Church
and Postmodern
Culture blog” (theotherjournal.com/
churchandpomo). It was titled “I am
the Church, you are the church, we
are the church together…”

news

professor receives
$392,000 grant for
genetics research

De Roo also gave an address titled
“Beyond Kenosis?: Weakness and the
Law” at the Varieties of Continental
Thought and Religion Conference
held at Ryerson University in
Toronto, Ontario, from June 15-17.
Dr. John Visser,
along with the
club president
and a founding
donor and advisory
board member of
Dordt’s studentrun Defender Capital Management
Club, made a presentation to
area financial professionals on
September 28.
Art Attema and Erica Vonk from
Dordt’s business department, and Ed
Starkenburg and Kay De Boom from
the education department, attended
the 51st Annual Financial Literacy
and Economic Education Conference
in Kansas City, Missouri, in early
October. The conference helps
educators raise levels of financial
literacy among K-12 students.
Voice Instructor Deborah Vogel
sang in the chorus for the Sounds
of South Dakota’s 10th Anniversary
production of Mozart’s Magic Flute,
performed with the South Dakota
Symphony and soloist Samuel
Ramey at the Washington Pavilion.
Physics Professor Dr. John Zwart
and Engineering Professor Dr. Kayt
Frisch co-authored a poster for the
American Association of Physics
Teachers meeting at the University
of Pennsylvania this summer. Titled
“Tutorials in Lab: Building on the
Book,” the presentation offered
follow-up lab activities to deepen
what students learn through the
group problem solving exercises
in their textbook, Tutorials in
Introductory Physics.
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Theology Professor
Dr. Jay Shim
published a Korean
textbook and
teacher’s guide,
Proclaiming Christian
Education (Seoul,
Education Science Publication) to
teach children about thinking and
living as Christians. Shim organized
and led a camp for 110 children
using his textbook this summer.
Art Professor Matt Drissell
presented a paper titled “Forming
Ethics in the Art Studio” at Trinity
Western University in Langley,
British Columbia, at the Verge
Conference 2012: Art and Ethics
held on October 18-19.
Dordt College Statistics Professor
Nathan Tintle and other researchers
were awarded Best Paper of the
Year by the Journal of Statistics for
“Development and assessment of
a preliminary randomization based
introductory statistics curriculum.”
Tintle was the primary author of
“Evaluating the consistency of gene
sets used in the analysis of bacterial
gene expression data” published in
BMC Bioinformatics. 2012. He also
made three presentations: “Using
Randomization and Simulation
to Teach Inference” at the Joint
Statistics Meetings in San Diego in
August; “A geometric framework to
guide understanding of rare variant
tests of association” at the 1000
Genomes Conference in Ann Arbor
in July; and “A debate of what we
know, think we know, and don’t
know about the use of simulation
and randomization-based methods
as alternatives to the consensus
curriculum of the Stat 101 course”
at the Electronic Conference on
Teaching Statistics(eCOTS) in May.
Theology Professor Dr. Thomas
Wolthuis and his wife, Dawn,
who has taught computer science
courses at Dordt, have been
jointly appointed president of the
Institute for Christian Studies in
Toronto, Ontario. The Wolthuises
combine a range of abilities that
meet the needs of the Christian
graduate school. Wolthuis will leave
his position in Dordt’s theology
department in December.
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Jamin Ver Velde (’99)
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Following the unveiling of the new Defender logo during Late Night with the Defenders on Parents
Weekend, bow-tied basketball player Kyle Lindburgh invited newly inaugurated President Erik
Hoekstra to toss him the ball for his contribution to the annual dunk contest.

Defender logo is
unveiled in style
D

ordt’s first athletic logo was
revealed to a packed gymnasium on
Parents Weekend during the annual Late
Night with the Defenders. Basketball
Players Chris Sievers and Jordan Vogel
unveiled the new Defender logo.
The term “defenders” emphasizes that
the Dordt community is made up of
defenders of the Christian faith. The
Defender logo conveys the following:
• Respect: The servant acknowledges
with a kneeling posture that he or
she is serving someone greater.
• Readiness: The sword is in hand
and the armor still adorned. The
defender realizes that he or she
always needs to be on guard,
ready to rise up and take the next
challenge or opportunity.

The logo is part of a “family” of logos.
The variety provides flexibility in
merchandising and in showing athletic
school spirit.

constituency feedback. Development
was the responsibility of public relations
and the athletic department. The logo
went through several drafts before being
adopted. Dordt College Graphic Artist
Jamin Ver Velde created the logo.

Logo conception began in 2007, with a
survey requesting student, faculty, and

Sarah Vander Plaats ( ’05)

A fAculty reflection

What brings a Jersey boy to Northwest Iowa?
W

hen you were a student, did you
ever experience one of those
“ah-ha” moments as you realized that
what you learned in a psychology class
fit together with what you learned in a
biology class and what
you learned in history
class? It’s at that point
that you suddenly see
how interconnected
creation is. Those
moments are what
I strive for as a
professor because it is at those points
that students grow in wisdom as well as
knowledge.

sets. yet, we know from many of our
alumni that those who have developed a
broad sense of “serviceable insight” often
become leaders in their professional and
personal communities.

We often mistake knowledge for wisdom.
Even profound knowledge—be it a Ph.D.
in biochemistry or in philosophy—often
remains abstract and disconnected from
wisdom. Many students arrive at college
thinking that education is learning the
skills that will help them get a job.
Gaining knowledge and training for a job
are very important, but they are not the
primary purpose of a Dordt education.
The term “serviceable insight,” from
our Educational Framework document,
helps us describe what developing
biblically based wisdom in Christian
higher education looks like. Serviceable
insight, according to the Educational
Task, “…is a contemporary expression
of Scriptural references to wisdom and
understanding.” Serviceable insight is
rooted in Psalm 110:10, “The fear of the
LORD is the beginning of wisdom; all
who follow his precepts have good
understanding. To him belongs eternal
praise.”

In my history
classes, I
often use
structured
simulations
and games,
coupled with
lectures
and critical
reading and
writing,
to create a laboratory where students
can see the complexity of creation and
the importance of worldview. I’ve used
“staff rides” [see Voice article, Winter
2009] and “Reacting to the Past” games
[Voice article Spring 2004] to do this.
For the staff ride, students research
a battle from the American Civil War
from the perspective of a general or an
officer in the battle. They examine not
only what happened but why people
made the decisions they did based on
their worldview and experiences (e.g.
an abolitionist might take an action
that seems illogical but fits perfectly
with their abolitionist radicalism). We
then go to the actual battlefield where
students engage each other passionately
and authoritatively. My former students
(many now alumni) report that they
remember far more from this exercise

It can be difficult to figure out how to
cultivate such wisdom among often
less-than-eager students who view
general education courses as tedious
and pointless. College students and
parents increasingly demand immediate
relevancy and targeted vocational skill

Cultivating wisdom in Christian, collegelevel settings requires academic rigor. It
includes being able to read, write, and
often research at an advanced level.
And to help students want to learn and
engage with the material so they can
gain wisdom, professors need to teach
in a way that treats knowledge as more
than something to be regurgitated on a
test or in a discussion group.

news

Soundings
than they do from other classroom
activities.
This engagement is also what our
interdiscipinary campus water project
is trying to achieve this semester (see
page 20). We want to show that solving
water issues cannot be reduced to merely
a “technical” engineering problem.
Solutions require historical perspective,
psychological insights, statistical clarity,
and public education. We hope to create
a space for wisdom to grow by requiring
students to work in multidisciplinary
teams to produce a multidisciplinary
solution to the problem. We hope that
the insight that students gain through

The heart of what I—and we—do here
is to cultivate biblically-based wisdom
within a broader understanding of God’s
interconnected creation.
this experience will have a lasting impact
on how they approach the world, and we
hope they will be able to apply insights
gained throughout their lives. Developing
this kind of insight is what makes a Dordt
College education unique.
By fusing academically structured
experiential learning and opportunities
for developing critical thinking skills
within a residential Christian community,
Dordt can lead the way in developing an
integral method of educating for wisdom.

HELPInG STUDEnTS DEVELOP SERVICEABLE
InSIGHT IS WHy “JERSEy BOy” DR. PAUL
FESSLER MOVED TO nORTHWEST IOWA AnD
LOVES TEACHInG AT DORDT COLLEGE. HE
PLAnS TO LEAD A CIVIL WAR STAFF RIDE FOR
InTERESTED ALUMnI nEXT MAy.
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a family
affair

President Erik and DR. Barb Hoekstra
carry forward a family tradition

doug burg

Barb and Erik Hoekstra and their four teenage children: Max, Zoe, Karl, and Arie.
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Erik recalls sitting on the steps at home
listening to conversations between his
father and leaders in education, the
church, and the community.
“I absorbed many conversations about
organizational effectiveness,” he says.
As a boy, he listened to discussions
about the need for churches and
Christian organizations to get involved in
reconciliation during race riots in the late
60s and early 70s, and he heard ideas
about how to make organizations work
better. His father became president of
Trinity Christian College during a time of
institutional and administrative turmoil
and later went on to lead the Barnabas
Foundation.
Barb was a high school senior when
her father became president of Trinity
a few years later. Her family had
long been connected to educational
institutions because of her dad’s work
as a school system superintendent in
California and a college advancement
officer at Calvin College.
“It was kind of like being part of a
pastor’s family,” she says. She
thinks of it as her family’s call
to serve in the Christian
community.
“It was fun,” she says,
looking back. She recalls
that members of her
family were always
involved: taking tickets at
events, stacking chairs,
helping with landscaping.
“Dad was always willing
to do anything that
needed to be done to help
the institution,” she adds.

“That’s had a lasting impression on me.”
Erik and Barb say that living in the home
of a college president gave them many
incredibly rich experiences. They met
interesting people from around the world
and learned to serve and welcome them.
The Hoekstras believe their experiences
growing up help them anticipate how
their children will be affected by their
more public role as a college president’s
family, a transition eased by the fact
that they did not need to move, switch
schools, and make new friends. The
Hoekstras have been in Sioux Center
ever since Erik took a position in Dordt’s
business department in 1997.
In the years since
they moved to
Sioux Center, Erik
has served as a
business professor
at Dordt, a partner
in a locally based
international electrical
contracting
company,
and
Provost
of
Dordt

FeATuRes

Dr. Erik and Dr. Barb Hoekstra had a pretty good sense of what
serving as president of a college would mean for them and their
children when Erik became the fourth president of Dordt College
this year. Both of them grew up in families of a college president.
College. Barb has been a member of the
education faculty since 1999.
“I couldn’t love this place more,” says
Barb. “I believe so strongly in its mission;
I love its earnestness, its integrity, its
humility, its warmth.”
“I’ve not seen a place that takes as
seriously its mission to help students see
how their faith and worldview meets the
world,” says Erik.
A philosophy and history major in
college, Erik opted to get an MBA rather
than go to seminary or graduate school
in philosophy. He owned and operated
a landscaping business throughout high
school and college and, following M.B.A.
studies at the Rotterdam School of
Management, he headed Eastern Floral in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
“I loved it,” he says. More specifically,
he realized he loved figuring out how to
make the organization work better. “It’s
like working a puzzle, putting the pieces
together so that they all fit together
beautifully.” Whether they sell flowers,
build buildings, or recruit and educate
students, well-run, vibrant organizations
follow good practices and principles, he
says, and they need good leaders. He’s
absolutely convinced that growing good
leaders is essential to growing good
organizations.
“I’m interested in helping work out the
Big Story of God working in his world,”
Erik says.
Hoekstra admits that he left teaching
because he is not as personally
passionate about teaching as he is
about supporting those who teach and
seeing the results of their work. That

DOUG BURG
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realization grew out of and helped shape
his personal mission statement, which
he summarizes as “Growing People and
Organizations to Glorify God and Grow
the Kingdom.” His goal as president is
to help create a context in which all
members of the team will be excited
about working and serving together.
“I realize it’s a bit of an oddity to have a
personal mission statement,” he says, but
he decided to write one about 10 years
ago when the company he was working
for decided they needed to grow leaders
if they were to grow the company. What
he learned about himself in the process
helped him decide to apply for the
position of provost and return to Dordt
College when it was offered to him.
“I’m a generalist, interested in helping
people bring glory to God in their work
by unleashing unrealized potential,”
he says. In a sense it doesn’t matter
to him whether the work is connected
to flowers, electrical construction, or

innovation

education. But his connections to higher
education and the conviction that Dordt
College has tremendous potential drew
him here.

Academic leadership transitions are often
characterized by one of three words: change,
stability, or innovation. When asked which one
he thinks best fits the transition from the third
to fourth president of Dordt College, Hoekstra
immediately dismisses change—the vision that
led to Dordt’s founding remains its driving
force. And he dismisses stability—anyone who
meets him realizes that he doesn’t sit still
and has ideas and dreams for how to help
more people see what is special about Dordt
College.

As president, Erik is unabashedly
enamored with results. He loves telling
people about the 18 Dordt graduates
who work for Boeing, the nursing and
engineering pass rates, the principals
from the U.S., Canada, and across the
world who yearn for more Dordt teacher
education graduates in their schools,
and the leadership roles Dordt graduates
have taken on in their communities.

He chooses innovation. It’s an outgrowth
of one of the hallmarks of the Reformation:
semper reformanda—always reforming.

“If you start with God’s principles,
blessing follows,” he says. A building
stands, a patient gets better, and
students learn more when they
understand that God designed the world
so that everything affects everything
else. That’s why the Core curriculum is
so important—learning in the context
of a comprehensive foundation helps
students understand who they choose

to serve, why and how the world is
designed, how the whole creation has
fallen away from God, and what they
might begin to do to make things right.
“Education at Dordt is unabashedly
Reformed—and always will be,” Erik says.

“Education at Dordt is unabashedly Reformed—and always will be. It helps
make the connections that so many Christians are looking for—helps answer
the question “how does my faith integrate with every aspect of my life?”
—President Erik Hoekstra
doug burg

“It helps make the connections that so
many Christians are looking for—helps
answer the question, ‘how does my faith
integrate with every aspect of my life?’”
Such comprehensive worldview thinking
is appealing to Christians of many
denominations and traditions, Hoekstra
believes. He uses the term “hospitably
Reformed” to describe how the college
will present itself to those from other
traditions.
“We must stand firm on the creeds,
confessions, and principles of a Reformed
way of following Jesus, but do so in
welcoming ways that are inviting and
intriguing to Christians looking to have
their faith connect to the world and to
loving their neighbors as themselves.”

As a member of Dordt’s education faculty, one of the parts of her job that Dr. Barb Hoekstra enjoys
the most is developing relationships with students. “I am grateful for the opportunity to get to know
them and be allowed into their lives,” she says.
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Erik goes so far as to say that vibrant
Christian faith is in essence Reformed,
because it encompasses every part of
one’s life. It’s not about being a nurse and

doug burg
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“I’m a generalist. I’m
interested in helping
people bring glory to
God in their work by
unleashing unrealized
potential.”
—President Erik Hoekstra
President Erik Hoekstra noted at the President’s Breakfast on Parents Weekend that one of his
favorite things to do is to sit down and share a Commons meal with four students he doesn’t know. In
their conversations he learns many things about what students like—and don’t like—on campus.

a Christian, for example, but about being
an excellent Christian nurse; it’s asking
“how can I be a disciple in my life work?”
“Being a good engineer or a good writer
helps you fulfill the Great Commission,”
he says. “It draws people’s attention to
what you are doing and why.”
Hoekstra pledges that under his
leadership Dordt College will maintain
that perspective and prepare students
to make important contributions in
Christ’s kingdom. That means nurturing
graduates who will work for economic
development in Africa, graduates who
will head businesses, and graduates
who will lead in their homes, families,
churches, and communities.
He’s fond of telling about a friend of
the college who learned about Dordt
because he kept running into Dordt
alumni who impressed him with their
professional expertise rooted in a strong
faith commitment. He sees that kind of
witness as a model for all Dordt College
graduates.
The Hoekstras are throwing themselves
into their new roles. Because Erik’s
appointment left the position of provost
open, the first months have focused on
getting the provost work covered. He’s

thankful for three people who he worked
with last year who are filling the gap
while a national search for a Provost is
launched.
Erik has already done quite a bit of
traveling, visiting supporters and finding
new friends and support for the college.
He also intends to be very involved on
campus.
“We want to live right on campus,” the
Hoekstras say.
Their family will not move to campus for
another year, although they live only a
short walk away. Over the next year, the
current alumni house will be expanded
to add space for the Hoekstras to
entertain campus guests, students, staff,
and faculty while still ensuring that the
family—and especially the children—have
their own space. The former president’s
house, a stone’s throw farther away, will
become the alumni house.
Both Erik and Barb are strongly
committed to warmly welcoming the
campus community and its visitors.
“I watched my mom at work,” says
Barb, recalling the days before her
mom died suddenly from cancer. “She
not only opened our home, but also

enjoyed talking with visitors about what
they were busy with, shared the joys
and concerns of the campus, and met
people where they were. I remember her
reading about quarks before one campus
speaker came to stay with us. She was a
good role model for helping people feel
welcome, not just in our home, but on
campus as well.”
Barb expects to follow her example
in her own way, balancing her role as
president’s wife with her responsibilities
as a faculty member.
“I want us to celebrate who we are as a
college community and show care for
people—students, faculty, alumni, staff,
the UPS man—everyone who comes into
contact with Dordt College,” she says.
Although she knows from experience
that some days this side of their lives may
feel quite public, she looks forward to
the opportunities she knows it will give
them as individuals and as a family. She
currently has a reduced teaching load
so that she can join Erik in telling others
about the place they’ve committed
themselves to. They look forward to
every bit of effort they’ll put into it.
Sally Jongsma
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water, water
everywhere
Interdisciplinary campus project aims to get
students thinking creatively and critically

photo illustration by Jamin Ver Velde (’99)
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faceted affairs that require creativity,
critical thinking, and analytical skills.
After looking at several problems facing
today’s world, a coordinating team of
seven Dordt College faculty members
settled on peoples’ need for safe and
sustainable water. At least 880 million
people lack access to clean water today;
10,000 people die every day—most of
them children—due to lack of clean
water. Professors and students in 17
departments will focus on aspects of the
growing problem of safe and accessible
water as it relates to their disciplines.
To kick off the semester’s work,
Environmental and Water Resources
Engineer Tim Dekker, a vice president and
senior manager at LimnoTech, addressed
students, professors, and community
members on September 17. Dekker, who
has taught environmental engineering at
the University of Michigan and lectured
at Harvard Graduate School of Design,
is known world-wide for his expertise
on water-related issues. Michigan-based
LimnoTech is one of the country’s leading

“We’re introducing interdisciplinary
learning earlier,” says Tintle.
The faculty members leading the
interdisciplinary water project are
thinking big: they hope to help change
the way students learn and change how
they think about learning. They want
what goes on in the classroom to spill
out into the world in which they and their
students live. Currently, 25 professors
and nearly 500 students are involved in
some aspect of the project.

funding
Last spring, a generous
donor provided
funds for teaching/
learning innovations
at Dordt College. The
interdisciplinary project on
water was one innovative
effort supported by this
grant.

In his talk, Dekker pointed to factors
that contribute to today’s water resource
problems. He concluded by saying that
despite the fact that a lot of very smart
people are working on water problems,
he believed people in the audience could
make significant contributions to both
the conversation and solutions to waterrelated problems.

cait vaags (’14)

“The most interesting conversations
and issues often happen at the interface
between disciplines,” adds Dr. Nathan
Tintle, who teaches statistics and
often collaborates with people in other
disciplines for his work. Yet educational
institutions have not been very
successful at breaking down disciplinary
boundaries, he says. If they are, it usually
happens in upper level courses.

water sciences and environmental
engineering consulting firms and has
been involved with almost every major
water issue in the last 30 years.

nikki dykstra (’15)

s I’ve taught, I’ve seen that
institutions can interfere
with learning,” says Dr. Jeff
Ploegstra, one of Dordt’s
biology professors. “By
defining subject areas
so specifically, we lose
opportunities for creative
thinking.” Ploegstra
Jeff Ploegstra
believes that to shape
culture we need to define
how we think about issues, not just
accept others’ ways of defining them.
That means looking at them in the
interconnected and complex way God
made the world.

features

What’s come to be known as the “water project” on campus began
as a conversation among faculty in the natural sciences about how
to increase student engagement with what they were learning.

“The ‘water project’ has shown me that
even first- and second-world countries
can lack clean, safe drinking water. It has
given me the chance to help creatively
solve a real world problem with no
‘correct’ or known solution,” says Katie
Tazelaar, a first-year biology major.
“Learning happens best when you’re
solving real problems,” says Dr. Darren
Stoub, a chemistry professor. And
problems are always complex multi-

A full auditorium of students and professors listened to Dr. Tim Dekker’s introductory presentation on
water. As the semester goes on, many students see how important it is for Christians to address this issue.
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“This is a pretty hot issue for me as a
Christian with a background in Reformed
theology,” he said. He pointed to the
“conceptual model” God lays out in
Genesis for his people’s role as caretakers
in creation, a creation that is “very good”
and in which everything works together
to support and sustain generations
of people, a creation that flourishes
when we take seriously the relationship
between God and his people, people with
each other, and people with the creatures
and things around them.
“That picture will make you better
equipped to solve water resource
problems than many very smart people,”
he said, adding, “It’s not just a handy
philosophy of life, but something that
needs to drive our work.” Genesis 1, he
believes, helps us understand what real
sustainability is: God gives the “seeds”
to sustain life for generations to come.
Rebirth is built in. Our job is to work out
our understanding of how God intended
the creation to be.
A series of three films were also shown
during the month of September, adding
context to conversations on water. “Blue
Gold: World Water Wars” demonstrates
how civilizations have collapsed because
of poor management of water. “Flow:
For Love of Water” highlights the rapidly
building water crisis. “Tapped” asks
whether water is a basic human right and
whether it should be owned and sold.

deKKer’s taLK

Students in two dozen courses then
began looking at what it takes for all
people to have safe and sustainable
water, what hinders this from happening,
and what some possible solutions to lack
of access to clean water might be.

Dr. Tim Dekker of LimnoTech gave Dordt
students an overview of the growing
challenges related to the just, equitable, and
sustainable distribution of clean water for
drinking and basic sanitation. Access to water
is an increasingly global problem, and one
that is closely tied to worldwide changes in
population, urbanization, energy production
and consumption, corporate globalization,
and international politics. He pointed out
that solutions are elusive and complex, and
must be multifaceted and multidisciplinary,
with aspects that are technical, sociological,
economic, legal, and political. But Dekker’s
talk was not all gloom and doom. He shared
examples of work currently being done to
advance the goal
of sustainable
world water,
highlighting the
need for creativity,
integrative
thinking,
and faithful
stewardship in
the context of
our God’s charge to
be caretakers of his
creation.

“We’re not rewriting course syllabi,” says
Stoub. In most courses, issues connected
with water might be the subject of a
paper or a project that might otherwise
have focused on something else—papers
or projects related to history, English,
social work, or education.
All students participating in the project
were asked to write a response paper to
Dekker’s lecture and propose a solution
to some aspect of the water problem
in a particular global context. Students
were then assigned to a group of four
people from different disciplines where
they shared their ideas, refined them,
and decided to research one solution.
The groups will present their results at a
november dessert/poster session. After
the poster session students will evaluate
other students’ ideas in a final report.
By having students from a variety of
disciplines thinking about, talking about,
and researching the same topic during
the same semester, professors hope to
heighten awareness and understanding
of the issue, create a more dynamic
learning environment, and encourage
them to become engaged with and help
solve problems the world is facing.
nIkkI DykSTRA (’15)

“I am really excited about the water
project!” says Senior nursing Major
Lindsay Hannink. “I enjoy how the project
is bringing people of different disciplines
and backgrounds together. As a nurse, I
am bringing the healthcare perspective
to the table as I draw from experiences
and research that I have done for other
classes. Last year I studied the effects
of cholera on the body, and we were
convicted by statistics that stated that
about every 15 seconds a child dies of a
preventable water-related illness. While
studying water, we are finding ways to
examine how we use water in our daily
lives and how it affects people and
environments not only at home but also
around the world. Dordt is providing a
fantastic opportunity for students to
gather around an important issue and
consider real-world solutions to an
extensive and complex problem.”
“This is how problems get solved in the
real world,” says Stoub.

In each group of four, students are pooling their responses to what they’ve learned and will do further
research to come up with a poster presentation that outlines a solution to one particular water scenario.
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Faculty members leading the project
believe that Dordt College is a good
place to do interdisciplinary work. Dordt’s

he wouldn’t just add another knowledge
base to the mix, but he could help both
professors and students see that people
in the humanities, for example, might
approach problems differently from those
in the natural sciences.
“We have something unique to offer
our students because of our integral
approach. That’s not just jargon,” he says.
Fessler sees concrete evidence of the
value of such interaction in his own
experience. He maintains close contact
with college friends who entered a
variety of different professions.

“At Dordt, we have
enough people with a
similar belief system
to work productively
—Dr. Darren Stoub
and passionately
together,” says Tintle.
And the collegiality of Dordt’s relatively
“When we sit and talk—engineers,
small faculty encourages and simplifies
doctors, historians—everyone agrees
working across disciplinary lines.
that we don’t use the technical skills we
learned quite as much as we thought
“It still takes work to make it happen, but
we would. Our cultural, religious, and
it makes it very possible,” adds Tintle.
technical backgrounds allow us to
That attention to an educational vision
talk more easily to a wide range of
and interdisciplinary emphasis is what
people, engage a wide range of ideas
pulled History Professor Dr. Paul Fessler
in meaningful ways, and draw better
into a project that at first sounded like
conclusions,” Fessler says.
a technical, science-oriented project. As
The “water project” has demanded a
he went to meetings and learned more
great deal of time from seven faculty
about the goals, he realized not only
coordinators this semester, but they
that this is what should be happening at
expect that projects on other topics
Dordt College, but also that his historical
will be able to draw extensively on the
perspective and scholarly experience
framework they’ve set up this semester.
could play a valuable role. As a historian

Students, too, are having to work hard,
some more willingly than others.
“I know some people find the project
to be extra work, but I’m grateful for
the opportunity to explore a problem
that affects so many people in such
different ways. We all have something to
contribute, whether we know it or not,
and it is a great way to think about my
discipline (plant science) in a different
context. I’m learning a lot about the
correlations between food, energy,
climate, economy, and humanity and the
impact they have on water security,” says
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comprehensive and biblical worldview
sees the world as an interconnected
whole, created by a sovereign God
who holds it all together. That context,
which lies at the heart of both Dordt’s
curricular program and its reason for
existence, also gives a foundation
for getting at problems and finding
solutions. Understanding complexity can
make learning more involved but also
more interesting. And offers possibilities
for solutions that might be missed by
taking a more narrow approach and
understanding of the world.

“Learning happens best when you’re solving real problems.”
Lillie koerner, a sophomore agriculture
major.
In the end, although most people on
campus know it as the “water project,”
it isn’t really about water—or at least
it is and it isn’t. It’s really about a
process and a way to learn. Professors
hope that students will get involved
in conversations that would not have
happened otherwise. They’ll assess the
effort at the end of semester to learn
how and what students learned to
determine whether they’ll repeat the
project with a different problem.
SALLy JOnGSMA

nIkkI DykSTRA (’15)

The nearly 500 students involved in the interdiscipinary
campus project gathered for a working dinner in which they
shared their individual ideas with others in their group.
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continuous
imProvement

Faculty off campus work and learn just as intently, but differently
Many businesses today know that
focusing on continuous improvement
helps a company grow and stay strong.
Academic institutions know that too.
In today’s continually changing world,
what professors learned in college and
graduate school before they started
teaching isn’t enough.
Every year a handful of Dordt faculty
and staff members deepen, expand, or
reshape what they know so that Dordt
College students get a high quality
education. Sometimes that means going
back to school, sometimes going back to
work, sometimes immersing themselves
in research and writing.
Take last year, for example. Two young
faculty members were completing
Ph.D.-related leaves. Dordt College has
seen many long-time faculty retire in
the last decade. Filling these positions
are young faculty who are excited about

interacted and worked with Hindu
and Muslim fellow students who were
examining the impact of computers on
their culture just as he was.
nick Breems

Jason Lief

David Versluis

Dordt College and its programs and
who are often good teachers, but they
haven’t always finished a Ph.D. Their
Ph.D. work benefits faculty and students,
but it also benefits the institution and its
reputation.
Computer Science Professor nick Breems
and his family spent last academic year
in England where Breems studied with
Dr. Andrew Basden at the University of
Salford in Manchester.
Breems spent a profitable year working
with a Christian professor who helped
him think about computer science in
more than just a technical way. Breems

“As you look at problems related
to technology in different cultures
you begin to see that similar issues
connected to technology arise in very
different settings,” says Breems. He is
currently focusing his research on how
computers affect procrastination on the
job, using a Christian framework to look
at how computer hardware, the content
of programs, and people’s everyday lives
affect their work and behavior.
“Studying procrastination is usually
done by psychologists,” says Breems,
but the way technology works is so
closely related to the effect it creates
that Breems feels compelled to help his
students think about how technology
will affect their social relationships and

PHOTO SUBMITTED By THIRST DESIGn STUDIO
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workplace habits.

see that sometimes people in differing
traditions have different words for similar
ideas.
“knowing that helps you have better
conversations with students who are
from different religious traditions. God
transformed me as person through the
experience,” he says.

Breems will use what he’s learned not
only in his computer science classes, but
also in teaching his Core 100 class and in
Core 399: Calling, Task, and Culture.

Art and Design Professor David Versluis
spent the spring semester in the
workplace. Having taught for many years,
he found that he needed to be immersed
in the technology and processes that his
design students will be a part of.

Theology Professor Jason Lief recently
completed two years on leave to work
on his Ph.D. For the first year, he and his
family moved to Minneapolis while he

Thanks to a professional relationship

“I hope that the experience helps me have a
posture of generosity to relate to people through
the lens of God’s love for us.”
—Jason Lief

“It forced me to relate to a Muslim as an
open and warm person and find a way
to connect with him and his questions,”
says Lief. He believes that it will help
him connect with Dordt College students
who come from places that aren’t among
the college’s historical communities of
support.

he established years ago while teaching
in Chicago, he spent three months
working in the internationally acclaimed
Thirst design studio of Rick Valicenti.
Valicenti has won the Smithsonian
Cooper-Hewitt national Design
Award for Communication Design and
earned highest honors from the AIGA
professional design organization. The
firm’s other, mostly young, designers
are experts in their field and also
teach typography, graphic design, and
intermedia design.

“In a world where anyone can create
their own poster or ad, it’s more
important than ever to pay attention to
finesse and nuance in typography and
design,” Versluis says. He brought back
documentation from many projects to
help his students see how a cutting edge
design firm works through a project—
type, layout, editorial, and pictorial
choices.
“Work was hard—the studio goes nonstop from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., but it was
worth it,” says Versluis. He believes his
students will benefit as much as he did.
Each of these faculty members worked
hard while on leave, but they were also
deeply appreciative of the opportunity
to step back from the busy day-to-day
responsibilities of a teaching institution
to focus on issues and developments in
their fields.
SALLy JOnGSMA
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attended Luther Seminary. Like Breems,
Lief chose his institution for his advisor.
He studied with Princeton graduate Andy
Root. Lief valued his coursework, but he
says that the most profound effects of
his time in Minneapolis came through
the hours he was required to work within
a low income neighborhood, mentoring
and tutoring young people at Christo Rey
Jesuit High School, helping prepare them
for college. Lief worked with Hispanic,
African, and African American students,
establishing an especially good mentor
relationship with a Somali Muslim ninth
grader.

FeATuRes

“My students should be able to provide
more than technical advice. knowing
something about how technology affects
the workplace will help them design
better systems that promote healthy
organizations,” he says.

“It was an honor to work at a studio that
is doing some of the most cutting edge
work in design today,” says Versluis, who
is translating a great deal of what he
learned into his teaching. He deepened
his understanding of and commitment to
the importance of typography in design
and to using a structured grid system. He
also observed and participated in what’s
come to be a very collaborative process
between designers and clients in the
design world today.

“I hope that the experience helps me
have a posture of generosity to relate to
people through the lens of God’s love for
us,” Lief says.
For Lief, who began his career teaching
in high school, the year deepened his
theological foundation and helped him
solidify his perspective. He came to

Art and Design Professor David Versluis brings back to his classes portfolios demonstrating the process
designers went through to create some of the most cutting edge design projects being done today.
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now…
Jordan Edens
Originally from: Kennewick, Washington
High school: Kamiakin High School
Major: Graphic design and an
independent study in photo business
zac edens (’12)

Why did you choose Dordt? Did you
always want to go here? My mom and
dad both attended Dordt for a year. My
mom really liked it and decided that
both my brother and I were going here. I
resisted at first, but over the years have
changed my mind.
What did you bring with you to Dordt? I
have a Dell desktop, Canon 7D camera,
movies, a DVD player, a TV, crayons,
a coloring book, an exercise ball desk
chair, tons of pictures, and an iPod. As
far as “school supplies,” I have a lot of
art supplies, which are things my mom
would NEVER have (she isn’t very artistic
outside of coloring books). I use pens, a
binder and notebook paper for all of my
classes.

What does a fun night at Dordt in the
life of Jordan consist of? What do you
and your roommates do on weekends?
Hmmm, that depends on the night I
guess. On the weekends I like hanging
out with friends, going to the Fruited
Plain Café, attending campus events, and
I love watching movies and Gilmore Girls.
Tell us about an experience here that
really stands out for you. Sophomore
year for Spring Break, I and several other
photo students had the opportunity to
go to New York City for a photography
field trip. It was AMAZING! Our photo
professor had gone to New York the
previous semester, and we joked about
hiding away in his suitcase so we could
go along too. The next semester we were
able to go.
What’s your favorite spot on Dordt’s
campus? Either the pottery studio or the
photo dark room. I love hands-on work.
It is super relaxing and you get to see
whatever it is you are making come to
life. (Can you tell I am an art major?)
Which apartment do you live in? I live in
the Kuyper Apartments, which are very
nice.
What’s your favorite thing about the
apartment? The separate bedrooms; it’s
nice to have a quiet place to go away
from everyone, especially for getting
homework done! And of course the
dishwasher and two showers!
How many roommates do you have? 5

kelly zatlin ( ’13)
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michelle renee Edens
Known as: Shelly Roelofs when she was a
student at Dordt

What was the campus like? The campus
is much nicer and more modern now.
There’s a new gym, library, apartments,
the Covenant dorms, Recreation Center,
but the general feel is the same. East,
West, and North dormitories are still
there and the Commons is the same.
The B.J. Haan Auditorium was there.
The classroom buildings, although
remodeled on the inside, look pretty
much the same as I remember them on
the outside. Of course technology has
taken off since I was there. There were
a number of computers on campus, but
almost everyone came to school toting a
typewriter!

Originally from: Prinsburg, Minnesota
Currently lives in: Aiken, South Carolina
When did you go to Dordt? From fall
1983 to spring 1984.
How old were you when you started
college? 17 years old.

Which dorm did you live in? I lived in
East Hall. My roommate was Donna De
Jong from just outside of Chicago, Illinios.
She had a twin sister, Doreen, that lived
across the hall from us.

zac edens (’12)

Supplies/things you brought with you
to Dordt: It didn’t seem like I came with
a lot of stuff. I had the basic school
supplies: notebooks, pens, pencils, etc.
I remember picking out some posters
for the wall. I had basic toiletries, plus
the bucket to carry everything to the
bathroom since I didn’t have a bathroom
in my room. Some other things were
towels, bedding, an alarm clock, shoes,
and clothes. I remember taking a
typewriter and maybe a camera, although
I didn’t use it much. It was a small
Instamatic camera. I didn’t have any type
of music device, except the radio on my
clock. That’s basically it. I didn’t take any
furniture or extra storage bins. It seems
very minimal when I look at what we
took for Jordan. Plus, my parents only
lived a few hours away, so I could switch
out clothes when it got colder or warmer.

photo submitted

Why did you choose Dordt? Mainly
because it was a Christian college that
was fairly close to home. I really didn’t
have a clear idea of what I wanted to
do in life, and Dordt seemed like a good
start.
What did you study? I started in
elementary education.
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Anything else? It was a really great
time in my life. I value Dordt College
and wouldn’t have told my kids they
should go there if I didn’t. If there are
any regrets, it would be that I didn’t take
more pictures. I have less than a dozen
for the whole year. I have been able to
connect with a few friends on Facebook
which has been very nice. There were
some great girls on the third floor of East
Hall back in ’83-84!
Michelle Edens joined some of her
classmates at this year’s 25th Reunion,
held on campus in June.
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collABorAtive
leArning gets A
lift with new trc

Revamped Teaching Resource Center gives new options for teaching
“Wow,” said one student
upon entering the new
“TRC” in Dordt’s John
and Louise Hulst Library
this fall. The warm red
walls and new artwork
sheryl Taylor
are only the first changes
one might notice in the renovated area
formerly known as the LRC.
Librarian Sheryl Taylor says the
renovation of the LRC (Learning Resource

Center), which was used primarily by
education faculty and students, to the
TRC (Teaching Resource Center), which is
used by more departments and students,
was the result of a perfect storm of
circumstances: funds from a donor
specifically designated for enhancing
innovative teaching and conversations
about how the space could serve more
academic departments in this digital age.

faculty members sat down last spring
to brainstorm possible changes. After
sifting through at least 10 different ideas,
they decided to divide the space into
three areas: a Discovery Café that Taylor
describes as a “technology sandbox”—
similar to an Apple Store, a culled-down
print curriculum library, and a multimedia
teaching area that allows for interactive
and collaborative teaching and learning.

Taylor and education department

Dr. nathan Tintle teaches statistics in

JAMIn VER VELDE (’99)
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the TRC. “The moment I walked into
the room I thought ‘they’ve nailed it,’”
he says. “It’s inviting and enhances
collaboration.”
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The space is perfect for the collaborative
approach he and several others across
the country are promoting in a new
statistics curriculum they are currently
developing. It allows for and encourages
the instructor to come alongside students
as they take responsibility for their
learning and tackle problems together.
“You can pack more students into
this area than you could in a regular
classroom and still feel like you’re
connecting,” says Tintle, who always
walks around the room interacting with
students during his classes. The answers
and the applets he puts on the main
screen appear on the monitors at their
tables.
“It’s not really even possible to simply
lecture in this space,” says new English
Professor Dr. Josh Matthews. Matthews
says that having students gathered
around the three media tables means
he needs to plan ways for them to
engage each other and the material
collaboratively. He can’t fall back on a
more traditional teacher-at-the-front
style of teaching, even if he’s tempted. In
fact, some days students are so engaged
in discussing what they’ve read or

construction
Creating the new space was also a
collaborative effort. Taking the plan
developed by Librarian Sheryl Taylor and
faculty members, computer services and
maintenance staff helped design and build a
state-of-the-art space at a fraction of what
it could have cost. Lighting and audio visual
design and installation was done in house,
as was the building of the media tables. In
fact, the three eight-person tables were built
for what it would have cost to purchase one
ready-made six-person unit.

watched when they come in and sit down
at their tables that he almost feels like he
should stay out of their way. The space is
helping him become more of a facilitator
for their learning.

Professors and students are quickly acclimating to the benefits that new technology brings to the
teaching and learning process.

“I am passionate about learning how
to use technologies to enhance a
collaborative teaching and learning
process,” says Dr. Tim Van Soelen, of
Dordt’s education department. He
subscribes to the
adage “we can go
faster alone but
farther together.”
Already on day
one, students in his
class were working
together in small
groups, creating
maps using the site
Bubbl.us and sharing
their work with their peers.

for a proposed solution using technology
to capture their work and display it on
the screens for discussion and analysis.
“Instead of having to huddle around one
person’s computer, we can project our

Even though the TRC includes
plenty of technology, space and
pedagogy were just as important a
part of its design as the technology.

“The presentation technologies allow me
to share information on two large screens
while the students are digesting the
information in small groups and applying
it to real problems on their screens,” he
says.
In a recent Philosophy of Education
class, he led an activity where students
had five minutes to brainstorm answers
to the question “What are the biggest
challenges we are facing in education
today?” The next five minutes were spent
online, finding expert responses to the
question. The last five minutes were
spent identifying the top three issues
based on their earlier work. Each group
then chose one of the issues, examining,
synthesizing, analyzing, speculating,
prescribing, and evaluating a solution.
They presented the issue and a rationale

work to the small group and then to the
class,” says elementary education major
Melissa Van Middendorp. She appreciates
being able to see and learn how to
use technology that may be standard
equipment in her future classroom.
“The new TRC has shown me that having
students in groups and allowing them
to talk together really helps the learning
process,” says education major Tyler
Van Schepen. “My future classroom will
be built around groups, as opposed to
having students sit in rows, unable to
collaborate with one another as easily.”
Professor Donald Roth realized that the
TRC offered some significant benefits
for teaching tax law to an unexpectedly
large class this year. He’s always had
his students brainstorm together as a
group about solutions to projects. The
three media tables allow him to use
the same collaborative approach in a
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larger class by dividing the students into
small groups around the media tables.
He projects information on both the
large screen and the ones at the tables,
allowing students to interact with the
ideas in small groups and even hooking
up their own laptops to the TV when they
need to.
“The screens at the table are nice for
working in groups,” says Josh nymeyer,
a business major. “One person can show
their computer screen to the whole table
and people can talk about it or make
suggestions for changes.”
“Breaking up the class into three smaller
groups helps the students become
more familiar with a smaller subset of
students and promotes natural study and
homework groups,” Roth says.
Eight classes currently meet in the TRC.
At this point, faculty who wish to teach
there are asked to give a rationale for
why their class would benefit from the
space. They also agree to welcome
observers who want to see how they
might use such technology and space for
their own teaching.
“It’s not just the cutting edge technology
in the room that’s changing teaching
and learning; it’s the entire classroom
paradigm,” says Taylor. She admits
that it’s easy for technology to distract
from how teachers teach and how the
classroom is set up. But even though the
TRC includes plenty of technology, space
and pedagogy were just as important
a part of its design as the technology.
In fact, a number of low-tech artifacts

in the room promote active learning:
swiveling chairs on wheels allow for
quick reconfiguration while also ensuring
that every seat can be the best seat in
the room and a fixed white board on
one wall and rolling carts of portable
light-weight white boards allow groups
to work collaboratively while seated and
then “hang” their written results on rails
that surround the room, allowing any
surface to become a place to share work.
“We intentionally did not put a
SMARTboard in the room,” says Taylor,
even though many schools are using
SMARTboards. “While they promote
student interaction with the material
on the board, they still tend to be
mounted in the front of the classroom,
like chalkboards and whiteboards, and
require a front-of-the room style of
teaching.”
Although there are several SMARTboards
in classrooms on Dordt’s campus, the TRC
is leap-frogging over that technology
and classroom paradigm to create an
environment that makes it easier for both
teachers and students to share content in
a way that gives easy access to a variety
of analog and digital content.
“Our intent for this room was to make
sure that technology, pedagogy, and
space were considered equally important
in the design of the room,” says Taylor.
Professors and students who use the
room believe they’ve accomplished that
goal.
SALLy JOnGSMA

What’s in there
LeARnInG LAB sIDe OF THe ROOM
• Two projectors and screens arranged facing
opposite sides of the room
• A mounted white board
• Ten portable white boards (on carts with
wheels) with mounting rails that surround
the room
• Three eight-person media tables with
42-inch fl at screen monitors, center wells
providing network connections (the room
has wi-fi) and power for eight laptops/
iPads/tablets along with VGA and HDMI
cables and adapters for users to plug in
laptops/iPads/tablets (three iPads also
available for use with these media tables)
• An additional 26-inch fl at screen monitor
on a cart for use with an AV wall port to
accommodate an additional work group
• Two additional flip-top tables on wheels
that can be brought in to accommodate
different grouping arrangements
• Six swivel easy chairs on wheels with tablet
arms to accommodate different groupings
• A moveable instructor station that includes
a blu-ray/DVD player, a document camera,
HDMI and VGA cables (all faculty have
laptops or iPads), and a touch-screen
Crestron control system capable of
accommodating 45 light/display/projection/
sound configurations
• An in-ceiling speaker system
DIsCOVeRY CAFÉ sIDe OF THe ROOM
• Five multimedia networked PC desktop
computers
• A scanner
• A VHS to DVD converter
• A portable multimedia production station
equipped with a PC, an audio soundboard, a
dual cassette deck, a VHS/DVD player, and
multimedia production software
• A counter-mounted MacBook Air with iBook
Author software
• A counter-mounted iPad 3
• A counter-mounted iPad 2
• A counter-mounted Asus Android tablet
• The counter-mounted technology will
change as newer, emerging devices become
available

JAMIn VER VELDE (’99)
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id you attend Alumni Weekend? If
not, what might have encouraged
you to do so? If you didn’t attend, is
there anything we could
do with scheduling or
with events that would
inspire you to come? Do
you feel that you can
keep in touch with fellow
alumni well enough
through Facebook,
email, or other means? Should Alumni
Weekend be combined with Parents
Weekend when a large number of alumni
come to campus to see their children?
(Many colleges have done this.)
The 24 members of the Dordt College
Alumni Council addressed this and other
topics at its fall meeting. Please email
your thoughts about this topic to wes.
fopma@dordt.edu. I look forward to
hearing from you.
Seven new Alumni Council members
attended their first meeting this fall.
Some of them have already been hard at
work planning Meet the new President
Events in their areas.
Glenda Buteyn (’71), Grandville, Michigan
Scott Hulstein (’91), Sioux Center, Iowa

Anna Lynn (Engelsman) Alberda (’80),
Manhattan, Montana
Steve Groen (’79), Minneapolis, Minnesota
Janelle Wassink (’04), Calgary, Alberta
kelsi (kamper) Van keulen (’09), Surrey,
British Columbia.

you can see the entire list of Alumni
Council members on our website.
While on campus, alumni reacquainted
themselves with the college, visiting and
participating in a variety of classes on
Friday. It’s been a while since some of
them were students! Council members

had an impact on their lives. Former
President Dr. J.B. Hulst sent a letter to be
read at the banquet, describing why he
dedicated his recent Dordt Press book
titled Christian Education Issues of the Day
to Dordt College alumni.

Alumni Weekend also featured a variety
of events.

A Class of 1987 reception was held on
Saturday afternoon in the Campus Center.

At our Alumni Business Connections
Breakfast Friday morning, five former
students of Dordt College served on a
panel about healthcare. Our panelists
were Barb (Van Soelen) Ahrenholz
(’82) a registered nurse from Prinsburg,
Minnesota; Jerry De Wit ( ’76), a physical
therapist from Le Mars, Iowa; Dr. Mark
Link ( ’82), a physician from Boston,
Massachusetts, and one of this year’s
Distinguished Alumni; Dr. Mick Vanden
Bosch ( ’85), a physician from Sioux Falls,
South Dakota; and Glenn zevenbergen
( ’89), CEO and administrator at Hegg
Memorial Health Center in Rock Valley,
Iowa. The panelists all agreed that
costs in the United States have risen
too fast, that the system is becoming
too cumbersome to manage, and that
Americans need to take more personal
responsibility for their own health.

About 400 alumni attended the Dueces
wild! Dueling Pianos concert on Saturday
night. Over 700 in all were in attendance.

Three Distinguished Alumni were
honored at the Distinguished Alumni
Banquet on Friday evening. Dr. Mark
Link (’82), a physician from Boston,
Massachusetts; katie Haan (’65), a retired
school teacher from Sioux Center, Iowa;
and Gail (Stockmeier) Jansen (’74), an
attorney from
Tucson, Arizona,
each spoke
briefly about how
the education
they received at
the college has

On Saturday morning, 32 golfers
participated in the Business Club golf
outing.

Alumni enjoyed and appreciated the
variety of events—although they wished
the football and volleyball teams could
have won their contests that afternoon.
Those of us at the concert will never be
able to look at Pastor Bradd nymeyer
from the Sioux Center URC congregation
the in same way again. He provided a
sterling rendition of Edith Bunker singing
Those Were The Days. Thanks Pastor
nymeyer!
WES FOPMA ( ’82),
DIRECTOR OF
ALUMnI AnD
CHURCH RELATIOnS

DARIn LAMMERS (’14)

Lisa (Jasper) Van Heuvelen (’92), Rock
Valley, Iowa

viewed the new documentary produced
by Prairie Grass Productions called The
Fourth World to consider whether they
would like to show this documentary
in their local communities. They also
met with the new president of Dordt
College, Dr. Erik Hoekstra, and listened
to presentations about Defender Capital
Management, a student investment club,
and the new Worship Arts minor.

ALuMnI

Alumni weekenD AnD
PArents weekenD?

Both Alumni weekend and Parents weekend offer a wide range of
activities for those who attend. The Jazz Band’s mid-day concert
reverberated through the Campus Center on saturday.
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’60s
Andy den Otter (’65) recently published “Civilizing the
Wilderness: Culture and Nature in Pre-Confederation Canada
and Rupert’s Land,” illustrating how definitions of civilization
and wilderness in mid-19th century affected missionary
activities, business enterprises, and individual pursuits in the
British North American landscape and among its Aboriginal
inhabitants. Den Otter is a professor emeritus of history at
Memorial University of Newfoundland.
 Ken Verbrugge (’69) received the
12th Alvin R. Eaton award from the
Johns Hopkins University/Applied
Physics Lab (JHU/APL) in June, in
recognition for significant support to
APL’s programs. Ken has been an
electrical engineer and manager for
the past 12 years at JHU/APL.
Ken earned his MSEE and his electrical engineering degree
in 1978 from the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey,
California, and a master’s degree in Strategy and Policy from
the National Defense University in 1997. He is married to Judy
Roskamp (’70). They have three sons—Kevin, Bryan, and Joel—
and 10 grandchildren.

’70s
Denise (Bruxvoort, ’78) Van Houw went to be with the Lord
on March 31, 2012, after a five-year battle with cancer.

’80s
Lynn (DeKruyf, ’84) Otto was recently awarded the 2012
Shelley Reece Poetry Award from the 2012-13 Portland State
University Excellence Fellowship in Poetry. In March she
served as a judge for the Oregon Poetry Association spring
contest. Lynn is an MFA student at Portland State University,
a freelance writer, and a PPC marketing consultant.
Paul Otto (’87) was awarded a fellowship at the Gilder
Lehman Institute of American History for research on “Beads
of Power: Wampum and the Making of Early America.” Paul is
chair of the department of History, Politics, and International
Studies and director of the Liberal Arts and Critical Issues
program at George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon.
Maxine (Van Vuren, ’88) Voss has supported the Gallagher
family for the past 13 years as they translate Genesis, Exodus,
and the New Testament into Bariai. Attending the dedication
celebration of these new Bibles and seeing them in peoples’
hands was, she said, the highlight of a lifetime.
Leann (Bouwman, ’89) and Andrew Bakker of Seattle,
Washington, moved to Bellflower, California, for a new job.

’90s
Jennifer and Eric Groen (’90) recently moved to Niceville,
Florida, after Eric accepted the position of CH47 Assembly
Manager at L3 Crestview Aerospace in Crestview, Florida.
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Minderhouds
visit campus
W

hen Dordt students leave the residence halls each spring,
many alumni and friends make those facilities their home
away from home. The Minderhoud clan, a family of 47 people,
gathered for their family reunion at Dordt College this summer.
The Minderhoud siblings and spouses are all Dordt graduates:
John (’85) and Margaret (Minderhoud, ’85) Vermeer, Anthony
(’98) and Wendi (Hoogland, ’98), Joel (’95) and Valerie (Gritters,
’95), Ed (’92) and Deb (Bakker, ’92), Phil (’89) and Janita (Beukens,
’90), and Ken (’86) and Vonda (Isakson, ’87).
They try to gather
every three years. Dordt
was the perfect spot
not only for nostalgic
reasons but also
because of its central
location and facilities.
Three of the families
live in Canada (British
Columbia and Alberta)
and three in the U.S.
(Iowa, Illinois, and
Michigan).

christian ed
“We believe that the Lord gives us a
tremendous responsibility to raise our
children to know him, love him, and
serve him,” said Margaret. “We take
great joy in doing that, and are grateful
for the role that Christian education
plays in helping us with that covenantal
calling. We appreciated Dordt’s
emphasis of seeing all of education, all
of life, as belonging to Christ.”
Their passion for Christian education

“We could be close
is clear in their professions, too. Three
of the Minderhoud siblings teach
together, cook our own
in Christian schools and those that
meals, and use the
majored in business, marketing, and
facilities—the game
engineering married teachers.
rooms, the Rec Center,
and the swimming pool
right across the street.”
They used areas in the Kuyper Apartments to play games and
the grassy lawn to hold a bean bag tournament. They also
arranged to have a campus tour for their children who will soon
be making college decisions.
“The tour brought back a lot of memories for us,” said Margaret.
Ashleigh (’13), daughter to Ken and Vonda, and Kevin (’14), son of
Margaret and John, are both nursing students at Dordt College.
“Kevin plays on the Dordt Blades hockey team, as did all of his
uncles!” said Margaret.

david scheLhaas
ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT
For English Professor
Emeritus David
Schelhaas, inspiration
for poetry comes
through everyday
experiences like
morning walks.
“I often experience
something that
seems like it could be
made into a poem,” Schelhaas says.
“Sometimes I start with an image—the
shadow of a leaf on the couch—and I
start to write about it.”
His latest book of poetry, Illuminated
Manuscript, celebrates the Creator and
creation. In some poems he ruminates
on his years as an assistant English
professor at Dordt, while in others
he chronicles the changes he sees in
weather and in nature during a morning
walk.
Schelhaas says that while penning
Illuminated Manuscript he concentrated
on the process of rewriting. He worked
on the poem “Milkweed Pod” for nearly
five years before he was satisfied with
it. “Word leads to word,” he says. “Often
the result is not worth keeping—my
computer contains hundreds of discarded
starts—but sometimes I see something in
what I wrote that makes me go back to
it again and again. Rewriting, tweaking,
cutting, and adding. I love the rewriting
step.”
Schelhaas hopes that readers gain
“pleasure and inspiration” from this book
of poetry.

John B. huLst
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION:
ISSUES OF THE DAY
Although Dr. John B.
Hulst has been retired
as president of Dordt
College since 1996,
he continues to
champion the cause of
maintaining a kingdom
vision in Christian
higher education. This
drive is captured in a
new Dordt Press book containing 12
speeches on Christian education that he
has given throughout his life.
“The purpose from the beginning has
been to reflect my understanding of
Dordt’s reformational vision, not only
in teacher education but in all of the
disciplines,” says Hulst in the book’s
prologue.
Hulst dedicated the book to Dordt
College alumni. He says, “After I gave
these addresses people would come to
me and say, ‘you should know that your
alumni are reflecting this perspective in
the lives they live and the work they do.’”
“I want to use this occasion to recognize
your promotion of Christ’s kingdom
through lives shaped, in part, by the
education you received at Dordt College.
I want to thank you for your continued
participation in and support of the Dordt
community. I want to congratulate you
for the blessings you’ve enjoyed and
shared. And I want to challenge you
to continue to demonstrate that the
Dordt community, as indicated in our
statement of purpose, is a place where
the mind of Christ prevails and the
kingdom perspective is alive.”

Illumniated Manuscript and Christian Education: Issues of the Day are available from the Dordt
College Bookstore as well as from major online booksellers. The books are also available from
the Dordt College Press website at www.dordt.edu/services_support/bookstore.

’90s
 shonda Collison
(’93) married
Charles Johnson in
January of 2009.
Their son, Trent
Edward, was born
on January 19,
2012, in Saint Louis, Missouri.

ALuMnI

DorDt retirees
PuBlish Books
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Patrick (’94) and Julie (Vanderploeg,
’96) Krommendyk are proud to
announce the birth of their son Jake
William on August 23, 2012. He joins
five older siblings: Allyson, Brenna,
Bennett, Tyler, and Micah. Patrick
currently works as the director of
purchasing for Seagate in Shakopee,
Minnesota, and Julie works as a
part-time labor and delivery Rn at
St. Francis Regional Medical Center,
also in Shakopee.
Mike (’94) and Kim (Vande weide,
’94) Adams of Brandon, South
Dakota, welcomed Amanuel into
their family on April 29, 2012.
Amanuel (6) from Ethiopia, joins
kinsley (14), Justus (12), Malia (9),
Mason (9), Josiah (7), Eva (4), and
Selena (3).
Mark Vande Zande (’95) was
installed as the new pastor at
First Christian Reformed Church
in Orange City, Iowa. Vande zande
comes to Iowa after serving
noordeloos Christian Reformed
Church in Holland, Michigan, for
almost 12 years.
Dan (’95) and Anne (Hoogeveen,’97)
Jasper welcomed their new son,
Titus Daniel, on October 4, 2012.
Titus joins siblings Ellie (14), kara
(11), Darin (9), natalie (7), and
Corinna (2). Dan is a CPA in the
internal audit services at the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. Anne
works part-time as a registered
nurse in the medical ICU at the
Mayo Clinic. They also homeschool
their children and have recently
moved out to the country.
ellen (Beukema, ’95) and Larry
Webb announce the birth of Jack
Alexander, on September 29, 2011.
Jack joins Aiden (8) and Caleb (6).
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’90s
Dan (’95) and Sarah (Reitsma, ’95)
Brouwer of Raymond, Minnesota,
welcomed James Hendrik on
September 30, 2011.

 Cheri
(Bakker
’98) and
Ryan
Dubes of
Phoenix,
Arizona,
announce the birth of Meredith
Grace, born on April 16, 2012.
Meredith was welcomed home by
Will (8), Lauren (8), and Emily (5).
Pablo Capizzani (’98) married
Araceli Guillen in January of 2011.
On December 25, 2011, they
welcomed Maximo to their home in
Irvine, California.
Jason (’99) and Tami (Kooiman, ’99)
Koelewyn of Sioux Center, Iowa,
announce the birth of Kyler Jay on
May 19, 2012. Kyler is welcomed by
Alyssa (8), Dylan (6), and Hailey (2).
 Rob (’99)
and Leah
(DeGroot, ’05)
Bruxvoort of
New Sharon,
Iowa,
welcomed Clay Henry on April 1,
2012. Clay joins Sydney (4) and Lane
(2). Leah recently completed a
master’s degree in nursing and is a
nurse practitioner for Pella Regional
Health Center. Rob is a crop
specialist for Agriland FS.
Kurt (’99) and Mary (Schutter, ’01)
Kimm of Manhattan, Montana,
announce the birth of Olivia Kate on
May 20, 2012. Olivia joins Andrew
(5) and Garrett (2).
Heather and Sean Gregg (’99) were
blessed to welcome Elliot John to
their family on July 30, 2012. Elliot
joins William and Jillian.
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mark link

A world expert in commotio cordis

M
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Jason (’98) and Yvonne (Vaags, ’98)
Kimm were blessed to add Sarina
Marijke to their family on February
3, 2012. She was welcomed by
Willem (7), Benjamin (6), Eliza (4),
and Joshua (2). The Kimms live in
Manhattan, Montana.

Distinguished Alumnus:

ark Link (’82) is a cardiac
electrophysiologist. “I’m an
electrician for the heart,” Link
explains. He runs a busy clinic dealing
with slow heartbeats, fast heartbeats,
and irregular heartbeats at the Tufts
University School of Medicine. Link is
director or co-director of four programs
in Tufts’ Cardio-Vascular Center. He is codirector of the Cardiac Electrophysiology
and Pacemaker Laboratory and its
Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM)
Center. He is director of both the Center
for the Evaluation of Heart Disease in
Athletes and the Adult Heart Station.
“I look forward to my job every day,” Link
says. He enjoys working with patients and
their families—showing them their options
for treatment, answering their questions,
addressing their hopes and fears, helping
them find the best treatment possible.
“In most cases, how to treat a patient is
gray, not black or white,” he says, adding
that treatments need to suit a patient’s
individual needs and expectations. He
finds that people today are more actively
involved in their care and want to work
through their choices with someone who
is interested in helping them as
individual people with needs.

Link is an internationally recognized
expert in commotio cordis—sudden
unexpected cardiac death in young
people. He has helped doctors understand
that commotio cordis is not heart disease,
but a disruption of the heart rhythm due
to a blow, usually from a ball, to the area
directly over the heart at a critical time
during the cycle of a heartbeat. Commotio
cordis occurs mostly in boys and young
men, usually during sports, often baseball,
despite wearing a chest protector.
“It’s wonderful to feel like you’re
contributing to a world bank of
knowledge,” Link says. Publishing
results of his work gets him involved
in helping develop guidelines for
physicians and helping improve patient
care and treatment. “It’s energizing to
work with bright, driven, wonderful
people who want to help others,” he
says. “Contributing makes life feel more
valuable.”

cl ass
of

’82

Link also loves the work he
does with his hands—implanting
pacemakers and defibrillators
and doing ablations. He generally
sees patients one day a week and
conducts procedures the other four days.
He has helped people ranging from age 11
to 96 for the past 19 years.
The third part of his job—which he
squeezes in between patient care
and on weekends—involves research,
writing, speaking, and sitting on national
committees. His research interests include
sudden cardiac death, air pollution
and arrhythmias, commotio cordis, and
appropriate uses for ICDs (Implantable
Cardiac Defibrillators).

Despite his busy schedule, Link is a
devoted and engaged father and husband.
Married to a physician and also a father of
three children, he says he’s rarely missed a
soccer game or recital.
Link was turned on to chemistry in high
school and never wavered from it. He

Alumni Bits

“Specific courses aren’t that important for
medical school,” he says. It was his
total college experience—gaining
maturity and learning how to
study—that prepared him for and
served him well in medical school.
But it was an orthopedic surgeon
whose lawn he mowed during
college that brought him to
medicine.

Link has enjoyed reconnecting more
actively with Dordt College in the past
few years. During his time on campus,
he also met with Engineering Professor
Dr. Kayt Frisch to explore whether they
might collaborate on biomedical research.
He has data that Dordt students might
help analyze. Students increasingly need

“It’s wonderful to feel like
you’re contributing to a
world bank of knowledge.”

“He took me under his wing for a year,
taking me to the OR and his office,” says
Link. His mentoring had an impact, and
Link decided to go to medical school. He
applied to schools across the country.
Always interested in history, when he was
accepted at Tufts on the East Coast, he
enrolled. He’s been there ever since.

meaningful research experiences for
graduate and medical school, so such an
opportunity would benefit both Link and
any student who got involved.
“It’s also good for alumni to feel useful,”
Link adds.
Sally Jongsma

Dordt College is seeking faculty applications for the following areas:

Beginning January 2013: English
Beginning August 2013: Computer Science | Education | Mathematics
Music | Theology
Application reviews will begin immediately. Qualified persons committed to a Reformed,
biblical perspective and educational philosophy are encouraged to send a letter of interest and
curriculum vitae/résumé to:
Office of Academic Affairs
Dordt College
498 4th Ave. NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250-1697
Fax: (712) 722-6035
Email: provost@dordt.edu
Web: www.dordt.edu/prospective_employees/faculty/
Dordt College is an equal opportunity institution that strongly encourages the applications of women, minorities,
and disabled persons.

’00s
Colleen (Evenhouse, ’00) and Scott
Platt of University Park, Iowa,
welcomed Laurel Elaine on April 7,
2012. Laurel joins stepsister Melanie
(21).

alumni

describes his chemistry education under
Dr. Russell Maatman and Dr. Ed Geels as
exceptional. He recalls with fondness and
appreciation being part of the campus
community and continues to appreciate
the opportunity he had to take a number
of philosophy courses.

Dan (’00) and Lisa (Moerman, ’03)
Mouw were blessed by the birth of
Jonas Alan on September 2, 2012,
in Sioux Center, Iowa. The youngest
Mouw joins siblings Avery (5) and
Joshua (3). Dan is an attorney at
Oostra-Bierma-Van Engen Law Firm,
and Lisa teaches sixth grade at
Sioux Center Christian School.
Matthew (’00) and Julie (Kielstra,
’00) Vanden Heuvel announce the
birth of Josiah Corban on March 30,
2012. They live in Calgary, Alberta.
Sara (Bootsma, ’00) and William
Zondag of Port Dover, Ontario,
received the first annual Goat
Farmer of the Year award, which
recognizes goat farmers who have
contributed to the development of
the Ontario Goat Industry. Ontario
Goat Executive Director Jennifer
Haley praised them, saying “William
and Sarah are dedicated, passionate,
and focused dairy goat farmers
with a commitment to quality and
continuous improvement.”
Kent (’01) and Sandee (Alsum, ’01)
Hoksbergen and brothers Cole and
Clay welcomed Reed William into
their family on April 3, 2012, in
Randolph, Wisconsin.
Russell (’01) and Stacey (Brons,
’01) Smies of Waupun, Wisconsin,
announce the birth of Cora Lynn,
born on July 23, 2012. Cora joins
Ada (7) and Sophia (5). Russell and
Stacey teach at Central Wisconsin
Christian School. Russell teaches
high school history and Bible, and
Stacey teaches middle school math
and Bible.
Philip Westra (’01) graduated from
Calvin Theological Seminary with
a Masters of Divinity and a Masters
of Theology degree. He recently
accepted a call to pastor Champlain
Valley Christian Reformed Church in
Vergennes, Vermont.
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Cody and Rochelle (Top, ’02)
Statema of Bloomington, Minnesota,
welcomed Acacia Elizabeth on
March 22, 2012. Joshua (4) and
Caleb (2) are excited to have a sister.
Tom (’02) and Amber (Hoogland, ’02)
De Jong were blessed with the birth
of Jacob Dillon, born on July 28,
2012. Tom and Amber live in Sioux
Center, Iowa.
Wes (’02) and Janelle (Saarloos,
’02) Gunst announce the birth of
twin girls, Gwenyth Johanna and
Marja Renee, born on August 13,
2012. The Gunsts live in Mattawan,
Michigan.
Jamie (’02) and Alisa (Kooima, ’04)
Den Hartog of Orange City, Iowa,
welcomed Ava Nicole on June 9,
2012.
Jeremy (’00) and Rachel (De Boer,
’02) Van Beek announce the birth
of Bethany Lynn, born on June 12,
2012, in Doon, Iowa. Bethany joins
Caleb (5) and Nathan (2). Jeremy is a
mechanical engineer at Vande Berg
Scales, and Rachel is a part-time
church secretary, stay-at-home
mom, and substitute teacher.
Melissa Sieperda (’02) married Seth
Johnson on October 22, 2011, in
Sutton, Nebraska.
Eric Hoeksema (’03) and Stacey
Geldermen of Transcarpathia,
Ukraine, were married in April
2011. They spend time in McBain,
Michigan, and Terra Ceia, North
Carolina, but live in Ukraine.
Rev. Nicholas (’03) and Allison
(Schaap, ’03) Alons welcomed
Julianna Carlyn on April 24, 2012,
in Charlottetown, Prince Edward
Island. Julianna was welcomed by
Levi (4) and Elizabeth (2).
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gail jansen

Not only joining, but leading

I

n middle school and through high
school Gail (Stockmeier, ’74) Jansen
thought she’d like to be “a spy”—or “in
intelligence,” we might say today. She
even wrote to the FBI, but was told they
didn’t hire women agents. So, she decided
to go into law since she’d always been
interested in history and politics. She
may have been the first female graduate
of Dordt to attend law school—at least
one of very few in those early years. That
decision has kept her life rich and busy.
Following graduation, Gail and Harvey
(’74) moved to Arizona, and Gail enrolled
at the University of Arizona Law School—
back when it cost $250 per semester, she
says with a smile, comparing it to the
thousands it cost her son Mark (’ 04), who
recently completed law school. Thirtyeight years later Gail and Harvey still live
in Tucson, Arizona. Their lives are full with
family, work, and a variety of professional,
Christian, and community organizations.
Law school was a bit of a shock to Gail.
“I felt that we never asked the important
questions. At Dordt, I was used to talking
about things like the state’s role and the
purpose of government. Law school was
more about
learning a
method of
reasoning,
a process
of thinking
without
content,” she
says. She
wanted to
talk about
how attorneys should approach their
work and how they promote fairness and
justice.

photo submitted

Ryan (’01) and Lisa (Cannegieter,
’01) Drefus announce the birth of
Logan, born on October 15, 2011.
Ryan is a civil engineer working on
the subway lines in New York City,
New York. Lisa is a pediatric physical
therapist at the Hospital for Special
Surgery, also in New York City.

Distinguished Alumna:

Today there is a thriving chapter of the
Christian Legal Society (CLS) in Tucson,
including a student chapter that today
meets in a classroom at the University
of Arizona. That likely is at least partly
the result of efforts by Gail and other
CLS attorneys more than 15 years ago to
convince administrators that Christians,
too, have a right to exist and express their
views on a university campus.

Law school was something of a shock
to Gail. “I felt that we never asked the
important questions. At Dordt, I was
used to talking about things…”

Gail’s faith and worldview were evident
already as a law student. She put up
posters for local Christian Legal Society
meetings, watched them be taken down,
and put them back up again and again.

Gail worked in the county attorney’s office
and as a prosecutor for the city of Tucson
before opening her own practice more
than three decades ago. As her children
were born and grew, she wanted to have
the flexibility to work four days a week
instead of five. Today, she continues that
schedule, giving one day a week to her
grandchildren.

Alumni Bits
Gail says she’s always been a “joiner.”

’00s

In her law practice, Gail deals primarily
with estate planning and family law.

Nicholas (’03) and Coralin (Den
Boer, ’03) Davelaar were blessed
with the birth of Sarah Angeline on
December 24, 2011, in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. She was welcomed home
by Noah (5), Andrew (3), and Millie
(2). Nicholas is currently working
on a Master of Theology degree at
Puritan Reformed Seminary. Coralin
graduated from Western Michigan
University in August 2012 with a
Master of Music Education degree.

“I try to help people manage their estates
in a stewardly way,” she says. She tries to
understand who her clients are and ask
cl ass
questions that relate to how they think
of
and what they believe.

At Dordt, she was part of
student government and
wrote a political column
for the Diamond. Her list of
involvements and leadership
roles has grown throughout her
life. She’s been a leader in the Christian
Legal Society in Tucson and is part of
the Collaborative Law Group of Southern
Arizona, a group of family law attorneys
who encourage a collaborative rather than
adversarial settlement process. She’s been
a board member and is current chair of
the board of the Center for Public Justice
in Washington, D.C., and she has been a
board member and chair of the board of
trustees for Dordt College.

’74

She’s served on the bi-national board of
the Christian Reformed Church of North
America. She and Harvey were one of
four founding families of Desert Christian
School, an interdenominational school for
preschool through high schools students,
whose stated purpose is to disciple young
Christians to make a difference in the
world. She has been a church pianist

The family law part of her practice
often involves clients who are dealing
with fear, anger, despair, disappointment,
and shattered dreams. Gail tries to help
her clients find a way to end relationships
in a way that allows them to move
forward and find or engage with a
community that can provide support and
relationships for a new stage of their lives.

Mark (’03) and Tamar (Bandstra, ’07)
Kielstra of Calgary, Alberta, adopted
Roman on May 27, 2011. Roman
joins Mateo, adopted in 2008.
Beth (Vander Ziel, ’03) Blankespoor
finished her Ph.D. in accounting
at the University of Michigan and
accepted a faculty position at
Stanford University business school.
Beth, her husband Adam (’00), and
their two-year-old son, Henry, enjoy
the weather in California.

At the Alumni Banquet honoring this year’s
Distinguished Alumni, Gail, the parent of
three sons and three-daughter-in-laws
who are Dordt graduates and of one
current student, told the audience that she
was grateful that many of the ideas that
were emphasized when she was a student
are still taught today.

Kelly (Hubers, ’03) and Christopher
Rouse of Pantego, North Carolina,
welcomed Taylor Faith on January 5,
2012. Taylor joins Luke (5), Julia (4),
and Ryan (2).

“Dordt continues to be a place where
you can be serious about your faith in a
rigorous academic setting,” she says.

Joshua (’04) and Beth (Hedstrom,
’04) Kapteyn of Cobourg, Ontario,
welcomed Avys Jacquelyn on
October 29, 2011. She joins big
brother John.

Sally Jongsma

Brent Kooi (’91) reached the top of Mt. Fuji on July
30 with 25 others, including missionaries, Japanese
Christians, and friends. Kooi returned to the United
States after serving as a missionary in Chiba, Japan,
for the last two years. He plans to return to Japan
in a year as a career-status missionary in Osaka,
teaching at a two-year English-speaking Christian
college.
Kooi hopes to reach disenfranchised youth who,
although very gifted, are unable to enter the
rigorous Japanese university system, giving them a
second chance academically and introducing them
to Jesus Christ who gives them a second chance
spiritually. He asks, “Please pray that God will
provide the funds needed for the new college and
for my return to Japan next year.”

photo submitted

climbing MT. fuji

alumni

“I was raised seeing parents involved
in and having influence in their
communities,” she says. She believes
that her upbringing and her experiences
at Dordt prepared her for the leadership
positions she’s had since then.

or organist and choir accompanist for
decades.

Brian and Katie (Kroese, ’04)
Wieringa were blessed with the
birth of Asher Hendrik, on April 17,
2012. They live in Sheldon, Iowa.
Carl (’04) and Carrie (Zonnefeld,
’04) Van Stryland of Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, announce the birth
of Annika Lynne on May 22, 2012.
Annika joins Lauren (4) and Drew
(2). Carl is an editor at Glynlyon, Inc.
in Rock Rapids, Iowa, and Carrie is
a registered nurse in the medical/
oncology unit at Sanford.
Kallie and Jason Van Zee (’05)
welcomed twin baby girls, Tessa
Elise and Julia Alison, on April 23,
2011. Jason is in a master’s degree
program in marriage and family
therapy and counseling in Clinton,
Mississippi.
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Angela and Eric Vande Zande (’05)
welcomed Ryer Timothy on April 12,
2012, in Pella, Iowa.
Matthew (’05) and Jeannette (Epley,
’05) Smith announce the birth of
Corben Lane on July 23, 2012.
Andrea (Van Wyk, ’05) and Myron
Kamper (’05) welcomed Myer David
on April 18, 2012. Andrea and Myron
live in Visalia, California.
Jamie (Smies, ’05) and Tristan
Schouten of Plymouth, Wisconsin,
welcomed Jocelyn Rae on February
17, 2012.
Bonnie (Kingma, ’05) and Derek
Hollaar of Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
welcomed Teegan Grace, on April 7,
2012.
Lyndsey (Van Eps, ’05) and Drew
Leehan welcomed Teagan Rae on
October 31, 2011. Teagan is the
granddaugher of Ken (’78) and
Rachel Van Eps.

Distinguished Alumna:

katie haan
Growing up with Dordt College

K

enrolled in 1960 while Dordt was still a
junior college. She graduated, but knew
that the college would be expanding to a
four-year institution after another year and
that she wanted to get a four-year degree.
She taught at Edgerton Christian School
in Minnesota for one year and then
returned to Dordt to be part of the
cl ass
first four-year graduating class.
of

atie Haan’s life has been connected
to Dordt College since she was a
child. As the daughter of Dordt’s
first president, Rev. B.J. Haan, memories
of college-related conversations go back
as far as she can remember, well before
she and her family moved to the
president’s house when she was 12.

’65

“We ate, slept, breathed, and
talked Dordt College,” she says.
“We kids all felt the excitement
and anxieties as plans were made
to start a college in Northwest Iowa.
I could spend hours reminiscing about
the early days of Dordt and the profound
influence it had on me and my family.”
There was no question about whether
Katie would attend Dordt College. She

Retired since 2009, Katie taught for
her entire professional life.

“After I graduated from Dordt I was
eager to teach, but I also wanted an
adventure,” she says. Her first job after
graduation was at Edmonton Christian
School in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
During her two years there she learned
how to survive teaching 38 students in

Kevin (’05) and Amy (Groenenboom,
’05) Herdegen were blessed with
the birth of Norah, on July 19, 2012.
Kevin and Amy live in Pella, Iowa.
Nathanael (’06) and Krystal
(Finseth, ’06) Van Ee announce the
birth of Kaatje Marie on April 12,
2012, in Oskaloosa, Iowa. Kaatje
joins Micah (2).
Sarah Franken (’06) married John
Zwier on September 1, 2012, in
Sioux Center, Iowa.

Dordt College is seeking applications for the following executive positions:

Ashley (Van Grouw, ’06) and Kyle
Wynia of Sioux Center welcomed
Gavin Lee on April 13, 2012.

Vice President for Enrollment Management

Aaron (’07) and Amy (Andriese,
’07) Tazelaar of Ripon, California,
welcomed Alana Rae on July 22,
2011. She joins Austin (3). Aaron
works in technical support at
Kingspan Insulated Panels.
Lindsey (Van Wyk, ’07) and Matt
Van Schepen of Villa Park, Illinois,
welcomed Lilia Renee on August 28,
2012. Lindsey earned a Master of
Arts in Teaching from National-Louis
University. She coaches volleyball at
Timothy Christian School.
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Dordt College seeks to provide a holistic learning experience for our students, in which the
kingdom perspective is infused throughout the curriculum—a curriculum designed to help
students develop Christian insight to discern and challenge the worldviews of our age in light of
God’s Word and a reformational perspective.
For more information on these positions, please visit the Dordt College website at www.dordt.
edu/prospective_employees
Dordt College
498 4th Ave. NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250-1697
Phone: (712) 722-6011
Fax: (712) 722-6035
Email: arlan.nederhoff@dordt.edu
Dordt College is an equal opportunity institution that strongly encourages the applications of women, minorities,
and disabled persons.

exception of one year teaching missionary
children in Liberia West Africa, she spent
the rest of her career. But even these
years were punctuated by travels that
brought both adventure and enrichment.
One summer she received a scholarship to
study and travel in India and several years
later she received a Teacher Memorial
Scholarship to visit Japan to learn about its
educational system.

one class, developed some wonderful
friendships, matured in her thinking, and
did some informal promoting of Dordt.
“Several of the students I taught in those
two years later attended Dordt,” she says.
She returned to Sioux Center in 1967 to
teach at Sioux Center Christian School.
Living on campus with her parents, she
became very involved in the life of the
college. She often helped serve her
mother’s famous dinners and, just as
often, eavesdropped on or participated
in interesting conversations with people
from around the world.

“We ate, slept,
breathed, and talked
Dordt College.”
—on growing up as a child of Rev. B.J. Haan

After four years she was ready for another
change and took a teaching position at
Pittsburgh Christian School.
“My three years there helped to broaden
my perspective on the Reformed
community. I learned to appreciate other
backgrounds and points of view, and
the education I received at Dordt and in
my home help me to articulate what I
believed,” she says.
Three years later Katie again returned to
Sioux Center Christian where, with the

“Both of these experiences, along with
the year I spent in Africa, enriched my
life in such a way that I could help my
students learn to appreciate the diversity
of God’s creation and to become more
understanding of the different ways others
live and think,” she says.
As a teacher, Katie enjoyed the
close connections and professional
development opportunities offered
by Dordt College and its education
department throughout the years,
including the annual B.J. Haan Education
Conference. She was challenged to think
about how she and her students could
be reconciling agents of Christ in this
world. She also learned different teaching
methods and different approaches to
learning.
Katie has given back to Dordt College, too.
Over the years she has hosted numerous
education students in her class room, and
she has supervised 38 student teachers.
“I am so happy that I could help Dordt
in this way and that I had a small part in
helping these young people develop an
effective, Christian view of education,” she
says. Several of these students eventually
became her colleagues, and some are now
teaching at Dordt College.
Even though Katie is retired, she still stays
involved in education. She continues to
supervise a few student teachers and she
also serves as a substitute teacher in local
Christian schools.
“Dordt College means a lot to me, and I
am grateful for all that it has done in the
past. I pray that it will continue to be a
mighty influence for God’s kingdom for
many years to come,” she says.
Sally Jongsma

’00s
Beth (Kooistra, ’07) Bleeker
graduated in May with a Master
of Arts Degree in Curriculum and
Instruction from Dordt. She teaches
kindergarten at Sioux Center
Christian School and is a member of
the new Stepping Stones Preschool
Council. Her master’s thesis was
“Rediscovering the Garden in
Kindergarten: Towards a Holistic
Approach.”

alumni
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Kristi and Tim Jabaay (’05) of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, announce the birth
of Caroline Rose, on September 19,
2011.

’10s
 Brian (’10) and
Karina (Bakker, ’10)
Wierenga welcomed
Miya Irene, on
September 2, 2012.
Brian works with the
Niagara Regional Police in Niagara
Falls, Ontario. Karina works in
admissions at Niagara College.
Sarah and Christopher Van Beek
(’10) welcomed Jaelynn Harper,
on August 22, 2012. They live in
Orange City, Iowa.
Jon Nederhoff (’10) and Megan
Boender (’10) were married on June
23, 2012, in Pella, Iowa. Jon works
for Penning Construction and Megan
is an at-risk teacher for AGWSR
Middle School.
Stephen Stiles (’11) and Emily Vos
(’11) were married on May 19, 2012.
Josh (’11) and Erin (Mulder, ’11)
Wynia welcomed Emma Ruth on
March 27, 2012. They live in Sioux
Center, Iowa.
Alex (’11) and Allie (Vande Zande,
’11) Thomas of Newton, Iowa,
welcomed Lark Lillian on April 13,
2012.
Brittany Haan (’11) is a Development
Assistant for the South Dakota
Symphony Orchestra.
Braden (’12) and Elsa (Volkers, ’12)
Kooiker welcomed Sutton Danielle
Ranee on September 10, 2012.
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